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Drug
arrests
at MSU

•

By ANGIE MIDDETON
Assistant Sports Editor

Five Murray State University students, along
with five Murray residents, were aJ;rested Monday on drug charges after indictments were handed down by a Calloway County grand jury, said
Detective Leo Mudd of the Kentucky State Police.
Twenty-one warrants naming 12 persons wrapped up a seven- month investigation conducted by
the Murray Police Department's Drug Enforcement Section and the Kentucky State Police Drug
Enforcement/Special Investigation-West.
Charges included trafficking in cocaine,
methamphetamine (or "crank,'' a pure form of
speed), psilocycin (or mushrooms, an hallucinate),
Lysergic Acid Diethylemide (LSD) and marajuana within 1,000 yards of a school; forging
prescriptions; and obtaining controlled
substances by fraud.
Cocaine is a Class C felony, with a possible
sentence of five-10 years in prison and a
$5,000·$10,000 fine. A Class D felony is
punishable by a 1-to-5-year prison sentence and
up to a $5,000 fine, said Det. Ricky Latimer of the
MPD.
Murray State students arrested were:
•Gregory Seaphus, 23, Meridian, Miss., indicted
Photo by JEAN LEWIS
on a Class C charge of trafficking cocaine in conHORSING AROUND
nection with an April 10, .1990, incident. The
Triple My Style, 14, Is the proud new mother of this two-day-old colt. The mare Is one of 10 used for the equine breeding program this season at
former MSU linebacker's bond was set at
the horse center on University Farm.
$10,000.
•Terry D. Turner, 19, of 207 W. Clay, Clinton,
charged with trafficking in a controlled substance
within 1,000 yards of a school. Turner is out of
jail.
•Thomas A. Elliot, 21, of 1127 Tobacco Road,
Clarksvile, Tenn., and Kenneth W. Northamer,
22, of 1611 Main St., Murray, each charged with
trafficking in cocaine in connection with a Sept.
17, 1990, incident. Both were held on $5,000 bond
and Elliot was released from the Calloway Coun·
ty jail late Monday.
··-- ...,.,.,..:
•Mike Abraham, 22, of 1315 Main St., Murray,
...
Green said the department's go over to public safety and tell really happened.
charged with a Class D felony of trafficking in By RHONNDA KERR
mistake
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Editor
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LSD stemming from an alleged Jan. 24, 1991, in·
students are getting punished for
Despite what was recorded in the of cooperation it got from the people ed for our cooperation," he said.
cident. Bond was set at $5,000 and Abraham has
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fight.
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for
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• Josephine Wolf, 50, of 510 S. 7th St., Murray,
charged with the Class D felony of trafficking in volved in the Feb. 2 fight at upon information that came from Alphas were not involved," he said. president for academic and student
other people," he said.
Robert Cathey, president of affairs, said the University is
Buspar, a prescription tranquilizer, in connection Stewart Stadium.
Public
safety
is
having
an
Joe
Green,
director
of
public
safeAlpha
Phi Alpha said he thinks the reviewing the incident and will
with an April 5, 1990, incident. Bond was set at
especially
difficult
time
getting
ty,
released
this
statement
Wednespublic
safety Department jumped recommend to President Ronald J.
$5,000. She was relesed from jail late Monday.
Kurth ways to improve such social
Wolf was given a two-year• conditional day: "During the incidents recently cooperation from members of to conclusions.
Omega
Psi
Phi,
the
fraternity
that
publicized
with
regard
to
fraterevents.
"When there's a conflict between
discharge last February after pleading guilty to
nities fighting on the MSU campus, was involved in the fight, Green blacks on campus it seems like they
"It is unfortunate that any
two counts of trafficking in alcohol.
said.
information
had
been
received
by
it's
fraternity
or
always
assume
organization
other than the ones
•Barry Morrison, 27, of 518 S. 7th St., Murray,
Greg Cox, president of Omega Psi sorority related, and that's not involved was in any way im- ;
charged with two Class D counts of trafficking in the public safety department that
plicated," he said, "but the actions
marijuana within 1,000 yards of a school. He was Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity was in- Phi, said the public safety depart- always true."
volved in the incidents. This has ment did not ask for the fraterJohn DeBoe, the only member of Dr. Kurth took were not intended
out of jail on a $5,000 bond late Monday.
• Christine Lee, 37, of A26 Foxmeadow, Murray, been proven to be false. The Alpha nities cooperation before it released Alpha Phi Alpha who was at the to be punitive. They were intended
stadium during the fight, said he to be corrective and provide a safer
charged with eight counts of unlawfully obtain- Phi Alpha fraternity was-not in- what happened.
"I was there when the fight hap- hopes University officials conduct and more secure environment for
ing Florinal, a prescription drug. The Class D volved in the melee and should be
charges stem from an Oct. 24, 1989, incident. exonerated from any involvement." pened, but what was I suppose to do an investigation to fmd out what those students."
Bond was set at $2,500 and Lee was released early Monday.
• Rex Allen Stone, 31, of Rt. 7, Murray, charged
with possession of cocaine and was released Monday on $5,000 bond.
• Bart Parnell, 24, of Hendersonville Tenn.,
charged with two counts of trafficking By PATRICIA CASH
alleviate part of this problem.
The changes are still in the plan- Allen said. New buildings such as
methamphetamines.
The board has a priority list for • ning stages. . A special SGA han- the Martha Layne Collins Industry
Staff Writer
Police seized a home valued at $35,000, under
Every day Murray State Univer- capital construction and monetary dicapped accessibility committee is and Technology building will
criminal forfeiture. Wolf, Morrison's mother, sity students go in and out of doors, outlays, said Eddie Allen, Student investigating the problem and will already include the access
owned the home. Also confiscated was a 1987 up and down stairs and walk acrO$S Government Association president suggest the most needed changes to necessities.
Nissan Pulsar NX valued at $8,000 with Ten- campus without much effort or and student regent.
the board.
Any buildings built on campus
nessee registration.
"The board had already set aside
thought. However. for the hanWhen the final plans have been after January 1993, as well renovaTwo other individuals, one of whom is a Murray dicapped students on campus, just $40,000 for improvements in the made, the physical plant will be in
State student, have been charged have not yet getting into a building can be ex- sidewalks on campus to aid those charge of the manual work tion of older buildings after that
date, may have to comply with a
been arrested, said Joe Green, director of MSU's tremely difficult or simply people in wheelchairs," Allen said. involved.
new
set of regulations proposed by
department of public safety.
"They added another $10,000 for
The problem areas that would be
impossible.
See DRUG BUST
The Board of Regents allocated other adjustments in things such as corrected exist in the buildings
See ACCESSIBILITY
already in use by Murray State,
Back Page
$50,000 at its Feb. 2 meetin~ to _ramps."
Back Page
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Public s·&fety.records false
Alpha Phi Alpha not invOlved in fight at stadium

Board ·addresses accessibility

First year Salaries iiiiiiiiiiiil
Recent college graduates can expect around the following
salaries.

Source: COLLEGE PLACEM.ENT COUNCIL

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

As John Berning arrived at MSU Dec. 29, he
had a lot of mixed feelings about the job he had
agreed to undertake.
He was on his way to Merida, Mexico, to do a
week of missionary work and then explore the
ancient Myan ruins In the area.
Having never been to Mexico before, he was
a little apprehensive about the working and
living conditions, but Merida turned out to be
beautiful.
Story on page 6

Electronic mall

Index

Area residents who use computers
and modems may use a computer
bulletin board at MSU to send electronic mail to troops stationed in Saudi
Arabia. There Is no charge for the service. The bulletin board's phone number
Is (502) 762-3140. Virtually any communications software can be used.
Instructions for sending mail are posted
on the board.
Users must know the mail recipient's
social security number as well as the
recipienrs APO zip code. All messages
may be reviewed in the U.S. and in
Saudi Arabia prior to delivery.
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.:1DC teaches Mid East history
( •By LEIGH LANDINI
Aaittant News EdltOI'

. Since Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in August,
t ·Americans have been seeing and hearing reports
from the region which is known in textbooks as the
~_; ·"cradle of civilization."
Students at Murray State University have learned
·, 'about the region and its religion, culture and people
' in me 101 and 102.
Hughie Lawson, associate professor of history and
me teacher, said the main theme of IDC 101 at
Murray State is the rise of Islam.
In me 101, the region now known as Iraq was
referred to as Mesopotamia, which was located between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. According to
.the IDC 101 textbook, A Hi.tory of the Hurrw.n ComP ·munity, VoL 1, Prehi.tory to 1600 by William H.
McNeill, Mesopotamia ia a Greek word which means
,, "the country between the rivers."
J
The civilization arose between 3600 and 3000 B.C.
and was divided into the lands of Sumer in the
t. eoutb, and Ak.kad, Babylonia and Assyria in the
~ .north.
;;r In the land of Sumer, settlers established the city
~ of Ur and discovered the first system of writing
around 3600 B.C. Writing was a record keeping
~ eystem for the priests and was done on a moist clay
{ 1tablet with a chopped off reed as a writing
• instrument.
McNeill said in his book that the system was not
,perfect. The problems were solved by drawing pi~
tures to represent sounds.
' !·.. McNeill states that the rise in civilization led to
• the development of leaders and governments.

•

•

~Freshmen
.....

By TIFFANY DEVINE
--&aft Writer
tW~More high

school graduates
are attending college in Ken~u.cky than in any other state
~thin a 15-state region.
Kentucky's number of enroll·
1 ing freshmen has climbed 30
·percent over the last five years,
1
ac:cording to a report by the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education.
Paul Radke, director of school
; relations at Murray State
I University, said Murray has
grown by 17 percent in its
number of first time freshmen
in the last five years.
! 'We have done, as a universi·
ty, a better job of marketing

The fJ.rSt imperial conqueror, King Sargon I of Akkad, took control of Swner and Akkad in 2350 B.C.
After the rule ofSargon, the Ur ill dynasty began
around 2050 B.C. The Ur kings ruled by
bureaucracy, a principle which is impOrtant to
government today.
Another famous leader of the region was Ham·
murabi, King of Babylonia. His contributions to
society were the keeping of records and the Hammurabi code.
In 550 B.C., Persia, present day Iran, conquered
Mesopotamia. By A.D. 700, Islam became the
religion of the area, and Baghdad was established in
A.D. 766 as the center of the Islamic world.
In the 16th century, the Ottoman Empire began to
rise in power. It was dissolved in 1918 following the
end of World War I, and the boundaries for the coun·
tries in the Middle East were established in the Versailles Treaty.
Lawson said one of the key themes in me 102 is
the rise of western Europe in global influence, including the effects on the Middle East.
In the 1920s and 1930s, the Middle East states
were controlled by European powers, Lawson said.
As the crisis in the Persian Gulf has developed,
Lawson said he hopes that students see some connections between their IDC courses and the state of the
world today.
"Students should recognize some aspects of this
struggle. They have at least been exposed to this
book," Lawson said.
"I hope they are seeing some connections between
history and what they see in the world around
them," he said.

Middle East History

By ANNA CHERRY
Reporter

A nine-member task
force has been formed
with the objective of fin·
ding ways in whi~h internat ional education can be
enhanced at Murray State
University.
The first meet ing of the
task force was held on
Dec. 4.
The task force, formed at
the end of t h e fall
semester, is comprised of a
representative from each
college of study, a student
representative a nd a
representative from the
library.
Milton Grimes, director
of the Kentucky Institute
for European S~dies, was
appointed by the provost
and vice president for
academic affairs, James L.
Booth, to chair the task
force.
Grimes said the group
focus ~as on the MSU curriculum and how it could
reflect more int ernational
educat ion.
''It is a big job, but we
are prepared for it," he
said.
The t ask force's other
goals include a feasibility
study for an international
studies major at MSU and
an examinat ion of the role
of the University in helping faculty and students to
achieve an experience in
international education.
There are currently 142
international students at
Murray State.
The International Student Organization allows
the foreign students to express t heir views and plan·
activities f or e ach
semester.
Ruth Jackson, international student representative, said. she was enthusiastic about t he idea .

Iran

Capital of
Mesopotamia

between
1800 B.C. and
300 B.C.

Maaopotamla

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

enrollment increases statewide

ourselves," he said.
The 1990 Fact Book on
Higher Education also showed
a 72 percent increase in enroll·
ment at Kentucky community
colleges since 1985.
Radke said in the fall of 1989
more than 8,700 students
enrolled in Kentucky community colleges, compared to the
1,469 freshmen enrolling at
MSU that fall.
"Our real competition is the
community colleges," Radke
said.
According to the Fact Book,
105,581 students enrolled in
colleges of various categories
across the state. Of that
number, 15,615 entered the

same category of institution
(Master's II) as Murray State.
Murray State attracted just
over nine percent of the
students enrolling in Master's
n schools.
The Master's ll category includes schools awarding at
least one masters, education
specialist or post master's certificate or degree excluding
post-baccalaureate certificates.
The Southern Regional
Educational Board' recognizes
eight categories of institutions.
Two-year colleges, which comprise two categories, attracted
nearly 28 percent of all enrolling students. Only 1.3 percent
of the total enrolled at MSU.

However, Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions and records, said
students from the community
colleges eventually come to
Murray State because in order
to stay competitive in the job
market they need more college
credit.
"Any of your entry-level jobs
are requiring some college
work, and this is going to
escalate in the future," he said.
Bryan said because of this,
more non-traditional students
are returning.
Bryan also said more high
school graduates are enrolling
because they have had a precollege curriculum.
"The first class to have a pre-

college curriculum was the
class of 1987, but it began further back in 1983 when these
people were freshmen and
sophomores.
"The Prichard Committee,
which was a state-wide commit·
t ee on education, started a lot of
reforms t hat would improve
education in Kentucky, and one
of those was the pre-college cur·
riculum, which you have to
have to get in here," Bryan
said. ·
Bryan said in the past Ken·
tucky has been too provincial
and because of the new re·
quirements more people learn
about t h e world outside
Kentucky.
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MSU faculty wm be teaching MSU courses in England this summer.
Why not join them for the experience of a llfet~~e?~ See Britain and
earn academic credit at the same time.
r

'!

~
~

t

'

L.. Courses available
include • ••

.••..•...•...................•.•.................,................•.••..
$
·
~

• Gene Dalley (Graphic Arts) - Photography in Britain
• John Dressler (Music) -Music Appreciation
• Mark Friend (Occupational Safety and Health) Occup11tional Safety and Health in Britain
• Jean Lorrah (English)- Literary London
~. Michael Perlow (Nursing) -Health Care of the Aging
• Greg Prater (Spedal Education) - Field Study in Special Education
• Peggy Schrock {Art) -Introduction to Western Art
More than 35 oourses taught by faculty from other
Kentucky unlvemties also available.

For information, cont~: Dr. Ron Cella: 762-4532
Dr. Gary Hunt: 762-4518

Cooperative Center for Study in Britain

BUY ANY
Regular 6" Sub
and get the

·Foot long or salad at
regular price

second one

GET ONE

for
only

of equal or lesser
price for only

1

BUY ONE

OFF
ANY

59¢* 99 ¢*
*With purchase of

m•

.

*Second footlong suo must
be of equal or lesser price.
Limit: One coupon per
customer per visit. Not
good in combination with
any other offer. Expires:

2-28-91

FOOTLONG
SUB•

•With purchase of

*With purchase of

.••

m~"·

m• •

*Second footlong suo must *Second footlong sub must
be of equal or lesser price. be of equal or lesser price.
Limit: One coupon per
Limit: One coupon per
customer per visit. Not
customer per visit. Not
good in combination with
good in combination with
any other offer. Expires:
any other offer. Expires:

I

2-28-91

•

2-28-91

•
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I War jargon evolves

Assault charge made-1

By BRAD CRAFTON

War glossarviiiiiiiiiiiiiJ

Staff Writer

Athough most Americans have heard of
the sorties, Patriots and Scuds, which
might have become all too familiar, many
do not know that an American pilot (provided he is not a wing-weenie flying a desk)
may get tangled into a fur ball with a
Mirage while in fingertip formation. He
avoids Roland and Sam on his way to drop a
smart bomb, all the while hoping not to
catch the Golden BB which might require a
zero-zero.
Although this sounds like something
heard in the movies, it is actually the way a
pilot would say he was in a dogfight on a
bombing mission. Avoiding Roland and
Sam means dodging the various ground-toair missiles the Iraqi's have. To catch the
Golden BB would mean to be hit by the non: directed blanket anti-aircraft fire used by
Iraq. A zero-zero is a bailout using the ejection seat.
Although the military has always been
notorious for the acronyms and jargon that
permeate its vocabulary, updated terms
have replaced older ones frequently heard.
Anti-aircraft artillery is now triple-A, not
ack-ack or flak. Jeeps have given way to
humvees, or high-mobility multi-purpose
wheeled vehicles.
A wadi is the Arabic term for a dry ravine
or valley.
When soldiers refer to NBC, they are not
talking about the television network with
Tom Brokaw. They mean nuclear,
biological and chemical weapons and the
suits that soldiers must wear for protection
against these weapons.
Meanwhile,·the soldiers sit on the beach
or play in the sandbox and patiently await

Here are some of the more exotic military and
geographic terms. code namea and u.ng won:ta being
used In reparta from the P8l"lllln Gulf:

Airborne warning and control ayttem.
monftora aJr apace wtth a large extemaJ
me and guldel fighters and bomberw 1D their
eta. It can atay In flight more than 11 hourw.
II
r
e • Mllltaly Jargon for civilian
dea aan n ...
.5Qdla • One combat mlulon by a lingle mllltaty
plane.
MIG - From Mlkoyan-Gurwlch, one of the main
SOV1il let fighter factortee named after two of Ita
plane O..lariel8. When the war at8flld Iraq wu to
have abou£ 30 MIG - 281 FulcNma, a alngleoeeater
and Baghdad'a beet dogftghttng Jet with a apeed of
1,500 mph and a range of about 1,300 miles.
E\ulvalent to the Amet1cin F-15.
ort~.n,
Jet .f tghW pilot liang for
accldentdy. Allo called

&'.*=de.

L

5'1tfloS - One of the wortd'• few workable
de enaea against lurface-to-•urface guided
weapons. The rnobHe, land-baaed ayttem with
batten•• of up to 18 unmanned launchers and
remote command etdonl ftre eold fueled mialll•
with a range of tuat 50 mllee.
Scud - Sovl et•made
a liquid-fueled,
auilael-to-eurface balllltlc ml8alte, whoae code
name II a NATO dMignation. n... are thi'M Iraqi
veralona that can cany watheada with varying
accuracy to targeta 175 to 580 mH. . away. Scud
missiles fired Into larael may have been 1hot from
mobile launchera that survived the Initial U.S.
bombing runs. Iraq flrwd neatty 200 .t Iran In their

••·1,

last war.

Source: ASSOCIATED PRESS
the arrival of their new shipment of MRE's. MRE
stands for "meals ready to eat" or even "meals
refused by Ethiopians" , depending on whether someone who eats them says it or not.

A male Murray State University student was arrested
Wednesday on a charge of
fourth degree assault.
Murray State Public Safety
received a call at approximately 9 a.m. Wednesday from other
residents of College Courts who
heard a scream and loud noises.
According to an affidavit filed
with the Calloway County Attorney, Johnny Crider had call-

ed a former girlfriend and askedherforaridetoclass because
he had il\iured his foot. The
female went to Crid er's
residence in College Courts,
where he invited her in. She
s~id Crider said he wanted to
g1Ve her something, but she
said she did not want anything.
She said she reluctantly went
in, and he told her to close her
eyes. When she did he hit her in

'
t he face.
P ub li c Safety off icel'l6
responded to the neighbor~
call.
; l
A spokesma n for tble
Calloway County jail said
Crider was placed in the couhty
jail and,later released on a $5QO
cash bond.
:
The female was assisted.; tiY
t he officers, but no medical .f¢£ention was necessary.
. ~

I

Jl

•

By MELANIE BUCKLIN
News Editor

The drunken-driving bill put
"on the clerk's desk" last week
in the Kentucky House of
Representatives was passed
unanimously after further
debate.
Passed in a 99-0 vote, the bill
was a compromise between factions that wanted stricter
legislation and those who
thought the original proposal
was unfair.
An amendment that allowed
first-time offenders to drive
with an occupational license
immediately after being convicted was defeated; allowing
the legislators to move the bill
into the Senate.
However, the bill that was approved does include five
amendments.
One of these requires police
cars by July 1, 1995 to have

cameras to video-tape drunkendriving arrests.
Throughout the debate the
bill retained its "illegal per se"
clause, making it automatically
illegal to drive a car with a
blood-alcoh ol level of .10
percent.
Yet, the administrative
license suspension system,
which would have suspended
the license of drivers before
trial, was taken out of the bill.
With this bill, only those
under 21, repeat offenders and
those who had refused to take a
blood-alcohol test could have
their licenses suspended.
Judges would handle the pretrial license suspension.
The provision that was
debated the most was the occupational license which allowed offenders to drive immediately after a conviction,
which is different from the cur-

Saturday Feb. 16

Exblbl. Photographic worb by
BFA degree candidate Amanda
Jacobi will be on exhibit In the
CurTis Center gallery.
AdmissionIs free.

Sunday Feb. 17

TOII"'IIII''IIII. An African History
Bowl sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Alpha, 11 a.m., Hart
Hall Coffeehouse.

~

~"•

Tuesday Feb. 19

Recnlw. Arepresentatlw of
the United State& Marine
Corps will be on the middle
concoul'18 near the

MMIIIII, S.C.E.C., 3:30p.m.

Wednesday Feb. 20

Thursday Feb. 21

Mowle, "Preslll1td lnnocem:
3:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Cun'll Center theater, $1 for
the mltlnee, $1.50 for
students, $2.50 for othn at
the evening allow.

Cl....,_ Clmput clean·
up spon&Of1d by S.A.V.E.,
3:30 p.m., LOYett Audlto·

Unlwralty gospel ensemble at
3 p.m. In Lovett Auditorium.

Reollll. Junior Voice Recital
featuring Bart Dawsonand
Tina Esterle. Farrell Recital
Hall,2 p.m.

In the Special Education
lounge.

Job fllr. Buslneu, Industry

bookstore.

and Government Career
Day from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. In the CurTis Center.

MMtllll. Student Law
Asloclatlon, 4
Ohio
Room, CurTis

Rlallll!l. Creative wrtt1ng In
........

-

...

"I ~

Calendar Information

..

1:..1

Concert. Kentucky State

I-'

Monday Feb. 18

I

I

rent law that requires 30 daJs
suspension for first-time
offenders.
1.. j
Some legislators wanted · ~
cut the provision because lit
would h urt first-time offende~.
I
Other sides believed t h;t
license suspension is a ·k~y
deterrent from driving drunk!
'
However, the provision was
defeated leaving the bill req~r,
ing suspension for 90 days ·aDd
eligibility for an occupation~
license after 30 days for firsttime offenders.
1
The approved bill also requires drivers to take blooaalcohol tests, and those w~o
refuse could have' t heir liceruje
suspended for six months.
I
A judge would now handle
those who refuse to take the
tests to consider their sus~n
sion rather than the Trans~rtation Cabinet.
~

CALENDAR
Friday Feb. 15

:!

Drunk-driving bill passed

-~ tr-

'J1

Room 103, Faculty Hall,
3:30 p.m. Call 762-·4717
1or more lnfonnltlon.
, H::

&;::a

The calendar IIIII Mntr Of
general Interest to the UnMitally community. To pllce your
ICtiYly on the calendar,
Thl Murrq Stile News

at=

rtum.

MN11111. S.A.V.E., 6 p.m.,
Cumbertand Room, CurTis
Center.

r.

.

lUI.

Telm ......... "The Rise In
1-

(111 WlllonHaiQandcomplete
I calendar form. DeldiiM for
calendar tubmlsllonl Is 110tn
Monday prtor to the frlcla1lt-

Thl Mumy SW. Ntlwlllltl
wenta as space alows. .,.,_
MM Is not ..-ponall*fotlhe
Mnll or lntorrAaliollltld. ill
tl\11 Cllendar.
.;,f .-:
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VIEWPOI.N T
EDITORIAL
I

More students
turning to God
Constitutional lawyer John W. Whitehead once
wrote, "In times of peace, spiritual severance may
seem of little moment. But in times of national
emergency, the nation may desire communication
·with
.. God."
~n this time of "national emergency," more and
~ more people, college students included, are seeking
... refuge from happenings in the world and are turning to religion and God.
· _Prior to the U.S.'s involvement in the Gulf War,
. most people simply went about their own business.
They went to work or to school, talked to friends,
went shopping and enjoyed life. Sure, problems still
existed in the world, but t~ey all seemed so far
a':"ay.
· rrhen, war broke out in the Middle East and the
future looked bleak. In the midst of war, a time of
... economic distress, and as we close in on the end of
the twentieth century, some people believe we have
came to the "Revelations" period - the time of the
, end of the world as we know it. Many want to know
what is going on and where we are headed.
;while these may not be the "end times," so to
SJ?eak, recent events, such as the war and the
O\l'erall focus on the Middle East, have many people
looking to religion and God for a sense of peace in
tliese troubled times.
Several students, many here at MSU, are concerned about families and friends who are in the
,. in.ilitary and are stationed in Saudi Arabia and
~ay for their safe return. Others are concerned
with how long the war may last and worry about a
possible draft. They pray for strength.
Some students may have different thoughts
weighing heavily on their minds. In newspapers
and on television, we hear about turmoil in the
homes of America - problems of divorce, physical
and mental abuse and neglect.
, Iii this sense, students need someone to talk to
' and various religious organizations, such as t he
.. Baptist Student Union and Students for In:;lerdenominational Emphasis, offer counseling to
, '? those who have experienced such trials in their
Jhres.
........
Some, on the other hand, simply get involved
11
through peer pressure. Many times in today's socie,r. ty, peer pressure is noted with negative things,
such as drinking and drugs. However, through the
advice of friends, students are able to get involved
in the many opportunities offered in such organizations in a positive light.
.. Whatever the reasons might be, the increase in
student involvement in religious orga~zations can
only enhance and brighten a student's outlook on
life and help them through the trying times at college, at home and in the world.
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News not
to blame

LE110ERS

Group angered by frat article
To the Editor:
Being African-American
students on this predominately
white campus, we've had to
deal with a lot of "mess" and
we're tired of it. That's why we
couldn't remain quiet after
reading that travesty, that poor
representation of newswriting,
, that was printed in the Feb. 8
issue of The Murray State
News. We are, of course, referring to Leigh Landini's article
entitled, "Fraternities battle it
out."
Ms. Landini obviously has not
.paid any attention in her journalism classes. A good journalist checks and double
checks, verifying information.
This is a basic step in reporting.
Accuracy is important. Had she
verified her information, she
would not have written, nor
would The Murray State News
have .Printed, the untruths in
that article. She would have
fou.nd out that:
• The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity was not involved in the
altercation

Rhonnda Kerr

• The Alpha's Yellow Roses
were not involved in the
altercation

Editor iD chief

• The Omega Psi Phi fraterniMike Paduano
8portl editor

John Deming
~editor

Amy lli.cb

Adrerti8iacmanapr
Dr. Ann. L I.aodini
Ad:rieer
The staff of The Murray State News includes Lelah Landin!, Jamea
Lockwood, Amy Lear, Kristie Helma, Ancie Middleton and BW Baltz,
assistant Jditors; Rob WUkertOn, graphics editor; Karl Flood, cartoonist;
Jon Futrell, chief reviewer; LariNa Wardeiner, advertising production
manager; Keyla Martin, classified manager; Cyrua AtzaU , &ystema
manager; Rebecca Coaan, Kevin Leverenz, Trent Redmond and
Thomas H. Wheeler, photographen; Mark Adam. and Chrb Thomp~n
artists; Patricia Cash, Brad Crafton, Stacey Crook. Titrany Devine;
Alyua Harvey, Amy Helm, Jennifer Johnaon, Shawn Lockman,
Thereaa Mays, Becky Naughton, Jenna Newton, Lori Shain, and John
Wright, ataff writers; Krilti Ruggles, special eection1 editor; Mark Ba tea,
Angela Bird, llia Farris, Mitch Fain and Sharon McCuUaP, advertising account representatiavea; Lance Balmer, Cheryl Gentry, Lea Ann
Mansfield, Kelly Owen, and Mike Robinson, advertiaing design and pro.
duction. Tonnya Kennedy, copy editor and graduate assistant; Orville
Herndon, computer technician.
• •
TM "!urray State Ntw• ia prepared and edited by joumalitm ttudenta under the adviaershap of Dr. Ann L. Landini, aaaittant profeeeor in the department of journaliam
Rnd radioiteleviaion. Opinions exp~ are thc.e of the editors and other aiened
wntere. The!IP opinions do not neceaeanly repreeent the view of journaliam faculty or
, tlw Univenity. Thu u 8ll official publication of Murray State University.
The Murray S14Je Ntw• welc:omea !etten to tha editor. The deadline for aubmittina it
4 p.m. on the Monday prior to Friday'• paper. Letters are publiahed UIJ)ace allows, and
h,. NfwB MMtvea the right to edit letters to confonn with style and epecial conaideratun:m. Alllettert should be typed and double-8p&ced and abould not run more than 300
worda. Alllett<~n must be lllaned and include the writer'e acldreM, claeaification or title
ftnd phone number for verification. Letters aianad by more than one penon may be
! prin~ a l the stairs diacreUon. All letters printed will be on file at the New• office for
pu,blic inspection,
~
T~t Murr:oy StalL Nrw$ is published weekly dunng fall and ¥pring eemeaten except
duran11 holiday and eumanatlon periods.

~ was the only Greek organization involved
• The fight was NOT "directly
related to incidents between
the two fraternities and their
little sister organizations."
• The incident was between
members of Omega Psi Phi and
some members of the football
team
• The incident at the Stables is
a totally separate incident and
is in no way related to the altercation at the Stadium
• The incident at the Stables
was of a personal nature, not an
organizational nature between
little sisters
• Stadium dances begin at
10:30 p.m., not 11:00 p.m.

We are disturbed that The
Murray State News would print
this article. We are also upset
with Joe Green and President
Kurth's comments and the way
Kurth has handled this situation. Neither one baa the real
story. And furthermore, Kurth
baa deemed it necessary to
penalize all African-American
organizations and all MricanAmerican students with his
dance resolution.
Alpha Phi Alpha, Alpha
Yellow Roses, Kappa Alpha

Psi, Kappa Sweetharts, Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma
Theta, Minority Adviqory
Council, Twenty Grand, and
the Mrican-American student
body did not host that party and
are not responsible for what
happened. So why are we being
punished?
Kurth's comments on the
length of the dances proves he
does not understand college life
in general. He definitely does
not understand AfricanAmerican students on this
campus.
So for those of us who were at
the party and read the story on
the front page, we've been
pondering an important question: Had an Mrican-American
organization done something
reputable, would it still have
been printed on the front page
of The Murray State News with
a bold headline? ... We think
not.
Naretha Timberlake
President, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Editor'• Note: This letter was
signed by eleven other students
whose names are on file at The
Mu"ay State News.

Alpha Phi Alphas respond to mistruths
To the Editor:
We are writing in response to
Leigh Landini's front page article. This article has upset us,
those who know us and those
who attended the party. Both
the newspaper staff and public
safety worked hand in hand in
printing something that was
untrue.
Let's begin with the
newspaper staff. The heading
"Fraternities battle it out" does
not agree with what was written. If Omega Psi Phi and
Alpha Phi Alpha were battling,
then where is the content to
prove it? The article made
reference to the Omegas and a
few football players. If this was
a battle between the two fraternities, then where were the
Alphas?
The newspaper staff had
enough time to contact Mike
Mahoney, who refused to comment, and Mike Strickland, but
we (the Alphas) were told that
we were not contacted due to

the lack of time. The more we
think about what has been called a mistake, the more angry
we get. A mistake is misquoting someone or giving
credit to someone that does not
deserve it. We can even understand misspelling someone's
name. Attending a meeting
that clearly stated what hap·
pened the night of Feb. 1 and
then bluntly printing
something else is not a mistake.
This is exactly what Leigh Landini did. At no time was Alpha
Phi Alpha ever mentioned as
being a possible cause of the
incident.
Public Safety also did not do
their homework. Joe Green informed us that Alpha Phi
Alpha was mentioned as being
involved in the altercation, and
therefore, his officer called it in.
In the same breath, we were
told that there was a lot of confusion and that the officers on
the scene had problems getting
those involved to make a state-

ment. We were also told that
there were some black students
seen that night wearing Alpha
Phi Alpha jackets and shirts.
Public Safety either saw what
they wanted to see or we have
brothers that we have not met.
In closing, we believe that
this "mess" could have been
avoided if those who are in the
position of writing articles and
writing police reports would do
a little investigation rather
than haphazardly printing
anything.
To Leigh Landini, whatever
happened to making sure one
has the facts before printing a
story? To Joe Green, whatever
happened to the statement, "no
statement pending investigation?" If we are supposed to be
professionals, then let's get
back to the basics.
Robert Cathey
John DeBoe
Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha

Just like with any other
newspaper, it is not the responsibility of The Murray State
News to decide who is right and
who is wrong but to simply
report the facts as we know
them and let the reader decide
for himself.
In last week's issue of'-4J'Iie
News, we made a mistake in
covering the Feb. 2 fight at
Stewart Stadium.
Our mistake, however, was
not in reporting that the fight
was between two fraternities,
but in failing to contact
members of one of those fraternities, Alpha Phi Alpha, to let
them defend themselves.
In the article, the statement
about the fight being between
the two fraternities was clearly
attributed to the department of
public safety.
By attributing the statement
to the officers at public safety,
we made them ultimatley accountable for it. The statement
was not the opinion of The
News or the reporter. It was information we gathered from
public safety and were simply
reporting to the reader.
Meeting with members of
Alpha Phi Alpha, Robert
Cathey and John DeBoe, I tried
to explain that even if we had
contacted them for our story, as
we should have, the article
would have basically remained
the same.
Granted, we would have added a statement from them saying that they were not involved
in the fight, but nothing else
would have changed.
Like I said earlier.it is not up
to us to decide who is right and
who is wrong. We have to
report the information we
gather and let the reader decide
for himself.
By failing to contact members
of Alpha Phi Alpha, we did not
report all sides of the incident,
and as a result, the reader could
not easily decide for himself ·
who was right and who was
wrong. For that I apologize.
I am truly sorry that the
Alphas were blamed for
something they had no part in,
but I refuse to apologize for
what was not our fault.
The Alphas being associated
with the fight at the stadium
was not a mistake we made. It
was a mistake made by the
department of public safety. We
were simply doing our job.
For members of Alpha Phi
Alpha to say that The Murray
State News worked hand in
hand to purposely print
something that was untrue is
absolutely ridiculous. .
What · about The Murray
Ledger and Times and MSU TV
11? They received copies of the
police log and reported the
same thing we did. I suppose
they were working hand in
hand with public safety to
report untruths also.
In attempt to clea.r things up,
the department of public safety
released an official statement
Wednesday, exonerating the
Alphas from any involvement
in the fight.
Just like the rest of us, officers at public safety are
human, and they make
mistakes too. Hopefully we will
all learn from the mistakes we
made last week.
I am sure that the reporter of
the story, Leigh Landini, learned from her mistake.
At the end of their letter, the
Alphas criticize Leigh for not
being professional. Leigh never
claimed to be a professional.
She is still a student, and she is
learing a great deal about journalism by working at The Murray State News. After all, isn't
that the purpose of a student
newspaper- to learn?
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Mexico trip
•
eye-open1ng
experience
By JOHN BERNING
Photography Editor

Arriving at Murray State
University on the morning of
Dec. 29, I had a lot of mixed
thoughts about the job I was
about to undertake.
Through my work at The Murray State News, I found out about
the opportunity to do
photography work for the
Wesley Foundation. We were on

FIRST PERSON
our way to Merida, Mexico, to do
a week of missionary work and
then foll.;w up with educational
exploration of the ancient Myan
ruins in the area.
Having never been to Mexico, I
was a little apprehensive about
the working and living conditions of Merida.
I suddenly realized that it
would be the last morning I
would be spending in the United
States for a while.
Dec. 31:

My first morning in Mexico
started off with sweet. bread and
cereal tor breakfast. As I rode
through town I began to notice
differences between the Mexican
way of life and the lifestyle I was
accustomed to.
We traveled down a narrow,
rock road to help a man named
Chico put a roof on a house. The
house consisted of masonary
block walls and a dirt floor.
What we did was move concrete T-joists from the ground, by
hand, to the top of the walls
some two and a half meters
above.
The labor was very physically
demanding, and with the
temperature it took quite a lot of
stamina and water to make it to
lunch.
Jan. 1:

We1returned to help Chico put
• the last bricks up and finally
start pouring concrete for the
roof. Like a fire brigade bucket
line, we passed the concrete to
the top of the building one
bucket at a time.
Just before noon the roof was
finished and a quick lunch and a
log nap were in order.
Later that afternoon some of
us went to downtown Merida to
enjoy the warm weather and
tour the beautiful churches and
government buildings that were
in the area.
Jan. 2:

We ate a quick breakfast and
were off to a new place to do
another day's work.
· This morning we went to a
church where we were to replace
the gravel floor with a concrete
one.
Jan. 5:

We packed our things to spend
the next two days in a Myan
village more than 80 kilometers
outside of town. Surprisingly,
the roads out to the village were
heavily traveled. Busses,
gasoline trucks and cargo
haulers all shared the road with
our van.
Before we arrived at the
village, we encountered an accident on the roadway. The wreck
involved a motorcycle and a
gravel truck.
When we drove by we could see
the motorcyclist had been
covered by a sheet.
The family we stayed with at
the village was related to the
man who had been killed in the
accident, and later that night I
was offered the opportunity to go
visit the widow at her home.
When I arrived, the husband's
body was lying on top of the kitchen table adorned in fresh
herbs and spices and wrapped in
a white coth. I could easily smell
the fresh cut flowers that had
been placed at his feet.
Jan. 7:

Back in Merida. Monday morning came all to quickly, and I

:-

I

" Once at the
top, the view
was
overwhelming.''
John Berning
Photography Editor

fllled ~y canteen and gathered
my photography equipment for
what I hoped ~would be go~
i• orkmg conditions at Chichen
Itza'.
As I walked down a little
gravel path, I began to see the
largest building on the grounds.
At the end of the path the sun
was flooding the ruins very
beautifully. A feeling of
bewilderment came over me
when I realized how large the
structure actually was.
I stopped to take a few pictures
and began a long climb to the top
of the pyramid.
Once at the top, the view was
overwhelming. I could see for
miles in any direction. I saw all
the other buildings around the
park from a different perspective, and toward the west I could
see the playing field where the
Myan Indians held contests for
honor.
The next structure I headed to
was that of the market place. I
noticed that there were many
carvings of skulls all along the
base of the building. I later
found out that after a battle had
taken place the victorious warriors would display the heads of ..
the losing tribe at this place.
Next we headed to an
underground swimming area. To
get into the cavern we had to
climb down a rock staircase that
was pretty narrow.
Once inside I could see the
stalagmites and stalactites all
around the pool of water. An
eerie feeling came over me as I
tried to look to the other side but
could not see because of the lack
of light.
We stayed for about an hour
watching the fish swim and doing a little swimming of our own.
This was the end of a day filled
with many good experiences,
and I felt many accomplishments had been made.
Jan. 8:

Tuesday began with an official
tour of Merida to see some of the
local museums. Most of the
museums we visited had been
constructed inside the restored
homes of people from the nineteenth century.
The knowledge I gained about
the Myan culture and the
history of Mexico has been very
valuable.
Jan. 10:

Thursday was set for the tour
of the market area of Merida.
For those who have never been
to an open commodities market
place, it is quite an experience.
The crowded streets are filled
with any type of good imaginable, fresh fruits,
v.egetables, hand woven bags
and even freshly killed poultry.
I was looking for a small hand
woven bag. The first place I stopped a man came running up and
asked me what I was looking for.
I told him, and he proceeded to
show me what he had for sale.
I examined the merchandize
carefully and asked for a price.
He replied that the bag was
46,000 pesos, which is roughly
$15 ill our currency.
I got him talked down to
25,000 pesos, which is roughly
$8 in U.S. currency. I accepted
the offer and left with a very nice
bag for a reasonable price.
Jan. 13:

I

This was our last day to enjoy
Mexico. Merida was beautiful,
and I am very thankful for the
opportunity to see it. Spending
two weeks in another country,
however, made me realize how
lucky I am to be a citizen of the
United States.

Photos by JOHN BERNING
(Top) The Chlchen ltza pyramid, the largest building on t he
grounds, offers an overwhelming view. (Middle right) Ruth •
Purves, 10, pours sand for mixing concrete. (Middle left and bottom right) Statues of gods are used for Myan worship. (Bottom
left) Margaret Purves carries concrete beams to help build •
house.
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License ·suspension deters· drop outs
By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

ray High School, said they haveA
less than 1 percent drop out
"The Kentucky General each year.
Assembly. recently passed
"The Department of Educaschool reform measures allow· tion recognized us for having
ing school boards to implement one of the five lowest dropout
a program in which students rates in the state," he said.
Even though there is less
who drop out of school lose their
need in this area for a program
driver's licenses.
aoth Murray High School and of this nature, Wells said he
Calloway County High School feels it is an excellent idea.
have begun discussions about·
"I have supported legislation
the new legislation.
that was brought up long before
Jerry Ainley, principal of the General Assembly passed
C~lloway County High School, these measures," be said.
said they are studying the
Ainley said CCHS has also
bad a low drop out rate, which
measure.
, BQth schools have very low makes it less of a concern for
dropout rates, so it is not a pro- them.
"I believe by taking away
blem for either school.
privileges you would be instill• 1Bi!l Wells, principal of Mur-

----------------------

''I believe by
taking away
privileges you
would be instilling in them the
value of
education."
Krystal Decker
Sophomore

ing in them t he value of education ," said Krystal Decker, a
sophomore elementary education majQr from Rocksport.
Lisa Cruce, a senior nursing
major from Madisonville, said,

.,

"If they don't have the responsibility to finish school, they
don't have the responsibility to
drive a car."
If these programs are implemented a lot of planning will
be needed. Alternate programs
must be set up for these
students and funding must be
. provided to support these

school to work so he can help
support his family, then there
must be programs to meet the
student 's needs, Ainley said.
He said night school and
weekend classes could be implemented to help t he students.
Bill McDougal, of the Murray
Police Department, said it
would be the job of the schools
pro~ams.
to pull the licenses of the
Ainley said that just taking students.
away a student's license is not
He said if the schools decide
good enough.
to pull the licenses, then they
"If you take away their will enforce it.
license, there will be a high
" If someone is pulled over and
potential of attending bodies. has had their license pulled,
They will be spending time in then they will be treated the
school, but they will just be fill- same as someone who has never
ing up space," Ainley said.
had a license," McDougal said.
If a student drops out of
Linda Damel, a sophomore

...

.

PEOPLE

recreation major from Murray,
said, "Anybody who doesn't
want to be a responsible citizen
and finish school to help support their community, does not
need a driver's license. He or
she will not be a responsible
driver either."
Neithef CCHS or MHS has
taken measures to implement
t hese programs in their school
systems.
"In the future if the sta«<
passes legislation they should
come up with the funding to go
with it,'' said Wells. "Just keeping the students in school is not
good enough."
"You can't make him learn if
he doesn't want to," Ainley
said.

Extensions offer alternatives

DR. GARY HUNT, dean of the College ofFine Arts and Com- munication, has co-edited a special edition of the Bulletin, the
national journal for communication administrators.
One of the articles published, "Get What You Like: An
Assessment Scheme," was written by Dr. Mar k
Malinauskas, director of theater and the Honors Program at
Murray State.
THE LARGEST GROUP of American Humanics Management
Institute students ever, joined other American Humanics
students from fifteen different colleges and universities in
San Antonio, Texas recently for a week long leadership conference that included workshops on ethics, professionalism,
career development, finance, or ganizational communication
and team building.
Students and faculty members from Murray State University attending the conference included: Janalynn Fulton, -r·
Roger Rbye, Sondra Lawton, Sherri Gallimore, Laura .,_,
Robinson, Connie Spann, Glen da Brewer, Mike Gaddie,
Cheryl Pratt, R obby Lanon, Dirk Brinker, Jeff Sanders,
Shawn Maxie, Bill Wharton, Randy Newcomb, Dana
Thomas, Kim P uckett, Dr. Vernon Gantt and Roger
Weis.

MSU linked with other schools

PCC gets its Ph.D.

Extended campus classes are pro- Outreach, said that MSU has been ofviding many Murray State University fering extended campus classes since it
students another"way to attend college. opened as a teacher's college in 1922.
Fifty-two coura,s are currently being
"Each semester over 1,000 students
offered, most of them being at Paducah take courses via this system," Miller
Community College. The three most said.
active courses being offered are
She said most of the courses are upthrough the nursing, business, and per level courses, although 100 level
courses can be administered with pereducation departments.
MSU also offers classes in Madison- mission of the community college."
ville, Owensboro,
Henderson and
MSU offers "interest courses" as
Hopkinsville.
well. For example, a course regarding
These classes offered at other colleges the Middle East situation is offer ed at
allow students who, because of family PCC.
obligation s, distance, jobs, and
Currently, the largest enrollment is
numerous other reasons, oth erwise at Paducah Community College. Norcould not receive college credit from mally, the enrollment is highest at the
MSU while attending another school.
Fort Campbell Army base, but the
Viola Miller, dean of the Center for situation in the Persian Gulf has has
Continuing Education and Academic decreased enrollment there.

A new doctorate program that will begin
March at Paducah Community College
through the University of Kentucky extended campus graduate program.
The initial program will offer a doctorate
of education with a choice of having an emphasis in K-12 public school administration
or a higher education administration
program.

·"-

in

Paducah was chosen, along with the
Owensboro site, because of its location, said
Ed Sagan, coordinator of extended campus
graduate programs at UK.
The classes will be taught by UK faculty
using both television and in-class instruction in a building in Paducah that was
donated by Harry L. Crisp, chief executive
officer of the Marion, Ill. Pepsi Cola Bottling
Co.
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SUSPENSE,
SURPRISES•••

Come cliec~ out
our great fetter
sty{es ant! fa6rics.
We've got tlie
6iggest se{ection
in town!

times: Feb. 20 Curris Center Theater

3:30 p.m. • all tickets $1
7 & 9:30 p.m. • all tickets with MSU ID $1.50
tickets without MSU ID $2.50
All film dates sub· t ro ~

MONDAY- FRIDAY 12 a.m.- 5 p.m. 753-8867
15th Street. actOSI from Wlllon Hall
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Pick up
The Murray
State News
on Fridays

There's only one problem
with religions that
have all the answers.
They don't allow questions.

FOR THE LOOK OF THE 90'S

If you somet.lmes have questions about God and t;he
meaning of llfe, come and jotn the search for answers
mthe fellowship of the Episcopal Church.

PROFESSIONAL QUALTIY AND
PERFORMANCE IN SALON SERVICES

The Episcopal Church.
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WENDY WEST SHELTON
VALERIE McCLURE
JEREL WEST NAIL TECH
TERRI WALSTON
MSU STUDENT DISCOUNT

Sun set
B o'ulevard
Music
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759-4950

The Village (across from Martha's)

L YN McKINNEY

st. John'• Eplacopa1 Charch
1820 w. MaiD St.
Bol;y Eachartlt 8 a.m•• lO'.SO a.m. 81Didllp
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Cable tax funds education
By J ENNA NEWTON

Eddie Allen, Student Government Association president,
said although two senators are
working on a SGA resolution in
support of U.S. troops in the
Middle East, it would be difficult for SGA to take a stand
on the war at Wednesday's
meeting.
.
"At the very first of the
semester, I said I think it is
really hard, since we represent
all the students, to take a
stand," Allen said.
"This is personal to me,"
Allen said. "We work really
hard to support all of the
students.
·. Earli~r in the meeting, SGA
mtervtewed and selectea
Michael Dickey, from Fairfield,

Staff Writer

For some students, the period
between Labor Day weekend
and Thanksgiving break is
simply too long without a
break. Because of this belief,
the possibility of a fall break
was proposed last academic
year.
On Oct. 26, 1989, the idea of a
fall break was brought before
the Academic Council, a group
of students and faculty who consider changes in academic
policy. However, it was put off
because of scheduling
difficulties.

· Richard ··Lackie, a student
member of the Academic Council, said he is definitely for the
fall break.
"The proposition is still under
consideration by the executive
committee of the Academic
Council," said Hughie Lawson,
vice-_c bairman of the Council.
Adding another break could .
cause some problems, Lawson
said.
According to an agreement
made among the different provosts of colleges and universities across Kentucky, there is
a minimum numbev of days
students must attena classes·

e~~
as the senator of lnd~
and Technology . Dicltey
replaces Kim Thompson, ~ho
resigned.
'ott·~
In other SGA business:
~n:
• The semester's first Gt'i~
Day will be Tuesday, Feb. <26/
from 11 · a.m. until 2 p:m!'
Booths will be set up in the Cilrris Center and Busirte~s)
Building for students, factiltf:.
and staff to voice theiri'
.s{,
complaints.
• The Task Force for Inte~')
tional Education will hostt·w
open forum Thursday, Feb. J 2'1~
in the Mississippi Room fr~
2:30 p.m. until 4 p.m.
'rr!o
• New Racer Rider applteh~·
tions are available in the Stb- '
dent Activities Office in the :
Curris Center.
--~
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i
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POUCEBEAT
lNG
Photo by JOHN
Wade Van Zee, a junior environmental engineering major
from Evansville, Ind., Is a student who subscribes to Mur·
ray's cable services.

residents who purchase cable will be affected by the tax. Dorm
residents pay the entire cable bill up front rather than in monthly payments. They can expect to pay a little more when they
pay their balance next fall.

Couricil debates fall break
By PATRICIA CASH

SGA discusses
UK resolution
.
'"'

Staff Writer

When Murray State University dorm residents and other
residents of the Murray School District purchase cable, they
may soon be helping to finance the Murray City School system.
Under a levy approved earlier this month by the Murray In·
dependent School Board, cable users in the Murray School
District will be taxed 3 percent of their monthly cable rate.
The tax is mandated by the state through the Kentucky
Education Reform Act. The law came into effect in July 1990
and is expected to raise $30,000 each year.
Murray already has a 3 percent tax on other utilities.
Paul Jones, Murray City Schools superintendent, said the city must include all utilities in taxation in order to comply with
state law.
Rick Orr, Murray Cablevision regional marketing director,
said the reform act unfairly defines cable television as a utility. He says cable television is a media, not a utility, and it
should not be taxed.
''The local cable company, the state cable association and our
lawyers say cable is not a utility," Orr said. "We are a First
Amendment carrier or a media."
.
The issue of utility or media is expected to be decided by the
United States Supreme Court this spring on a similar case in
Arkansas, Orr said.
Orr said other cable companies around Kentucky have filed
suit against their local school boards over the issue. However,
Orr said Murray Cablevision bas no intention of filing suit
right now.
Jones said the board decided to go ahead with the tax ail.er an
opinion issued in early October by Attorney General Fred
Cowan said Kentucky schools should levy the tax.
Orr said the School Board bas given the cable company some
time to implement the tax. Jones said if it (the opinion) is not
overruled, he expects the tax to go into effect later this spring.
One problem with the tax is determining who is in the school
district and who is not.
The Murray State campus is in the school district, so dorm
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each semester, he said.
The fall semester is less flexible than the spring semester
because the minimum number
of days in class is hemmed in on
both ends, Lawson said.
"After the second summer
session, the housing office has
to have time to clean the dorms
prior to the time when students
move in for the fall semester in
August," he said. "They
already feel rushed to get done
on time."
"On the other end, finals and
the turning in of grades have to
be fmished early enough that
they can be processed and sent

out prior to Christmas," he
said. ''We don't want anyone
having to work on Christmas
Eve."
After consideration, the
Academic Council will make a
recommendation to Provost
James L. Booth.
"As it looks now, Dr. Booth
may try instituting a one-day
break during the fall 1991
semester as a temporary solu
tion," Lawson said.
"The Academic Council will
continue to look for a permanent solution that will best
meet the needs of everyone in·
volved," he sai(i.

Feb. 12
tn
3:45 a.m. -The Henry County Sheriff's Department called·
about two female students who were picked up by two males
in the White Hall area and were put out of the car in Pari~,t
Tenn. The students did not know the males and were not
harmed in any way.
12:50 a.m. - Donnie Hudson, a custodian, found a make-up
bag containing jewelry and money in the women's locker
room at the Carr Health Building.
'
Feb. 10
7:45p.m. -A student reported a possible domestic problem
at the college courts. An officer drove aroun'd the area and
spoke with neighbors.
12:12 p.m. - A student reported her license plate stolen off
her 198~atsun Sentra Wagon in the Elizabeth Hall area.·

-

- .

.

Feb. 9
2:02 p.m. - A student reported receiving an obscene phone
call from off campus and said the male voice sounded
familiar.
4:09a.m.- Draper William Reid, 24, of 2837 Washington
St., Paducah, was arrested and charged with driving under
~he influence ~f alcohol, expired license plates and no proof of
Insurance. Reid was observed by an officer weaving off the
roadway after driving through the five-point intersection :
from 16th Street toward Coldwater Road.

lnfor'!"ation for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Jennifer Johnson, staff writer, from materials available to the
public from the public safety ckpa.rtment.
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Tanning Hut and Beach Shoppe

Preferred Customer Deal

Save Up to $1 0
on .Packages!

Preferred times 9 a.m.

• noon only

Come in for details

Starting Feb. 11 BIG KAHUNA will
be open til MIDNIGHT
Monday - Thursday

753-3333
Dixieland

Center

Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
Into the Air Force. and become an
officer tn the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more. you'll grow
faster- you'll work with other dedicated
professionals 1n a quality environment
1
ronment where your contrtbuUons
are needed.
,In short. you'll ~ more of everything

that matters most to you. You and the
A1r Force. Launch now - call:
USAF HEALTH PROJIZSSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF
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Job futures remain bright
PATRIC~I:....:.
A--=
C-A:....:.
S_
H_ _ __
Staff Writer

!JY

College stude n ts often
wo9:der if they are in t he right
f'~eld' 'Of study and if there will
be a job waiting for them when
they' graduate.
• Students going into nursing,
engiueering, marketing and
n u mer ou s ot her medical,
te.cbnical and business fields
will h ave nothing to worry
about, according to recent
studies done by U.S. News and
WoW Report and the Kentucky
Dtpartment of Employment
Services.
According t o U.S. News and
World Report, by 2000, the
me~ical field will be in dire
need' of nurses and internists
bp,cause of t he incr eas ing
nuwber of AIDS victims, those
w~tjh other chronic diseases and
el~erly patients who need extepded care.
{]:he number of positions in in~al medicine is expected to
increase by 71 percent, each
with' a starting salary of at
least $70,000, the report said.
The shortage in nursi~g is
alieady evident in many health
caie facilities.
Uecause of the demand for
nurses, salaries went up an
average of 5 to 10 per cent in
1989; said Ann Minor, instructor in the Murray State University'O.epartment of nursing.
"The National League of
Nurses estimated that there
will be a shortage of 445,000
nhrses by the year 2000,"
l'4ll,ior said. "As many as we put
int o nursing, it will be a long
time before we have a r eserve
built up."
'Minor
also said with a degree
•
l
Ll
•
m nursmg, a person can go
anywhere in the count ry and
find a job they like.
" Th e opportun ities a re
urit>elievable," she said.
Qr{e of the hottest fields to go
intO, according to the U.S. News
and World Report study, is en-

vironmental engineering.
Lori Webb, interim director of
the Co-op Education and Placement Office, said technological
fields always have a good
future.
" Engineering, occupational
safety and computer science are
really good fields to go into,"
she said.
There are about 10 jobs for
every environmental engineer
because more are needed to
deal with the increasing problems such as toxic waste
disposal.
With an entry level salary of
between $28,000 and $35,000,
there are jobs available nationwide, especially in urban
centers that tend to have more
air pollution and waste disposal
problems.
For those wanting to go into a
business - related field ,
marketing is expected to have a
bright future.
The demand is for people effe ctive in international
marketing. The new economic
opportunities in Eastern
E.urope and the Soviet Union
have created hundreds of positions for marketing personnel,
especially those who are
multilingual.
Marketers can make up to
$250,000 annually if they are
in the right field.
William B. Seale, chairman of
the department of management
and marketing, said retailing,
sales and purchasing look
especially bright for the future.
Other occupations that will
be in demand are commercial
drivers, cooks, clerks, teacher
aides~ freight handlers, prison
guards and telephone installers, according to reports
from the Re s earch and
Statistics Branch of the Kentucky Department for Employment Services.
However, the job outlook for
all occupat ions is not so
optimistic.
According to the same Ken-

...

Employment

................
t...
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31100
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Summer aid forms due
The deadline to file for student financial aid for the summer terms is March 1.
Students are reminded that a separate application is required for summer sessions. Application forms may be picked
up in the Student Financial Aid Office in Sparks Hall.
,
•

Student program offered

Source: 1990 NASHVILLE BUSINESS DIRECTORY
tucky study, there will be a Robert H . McGaughey Ill,
surplus of beauticians, ad chairman of the department of
salesmen, aircraft mechanics, journalism and radio/tv.
carpenters, cashiers, electriSome students faced with
cians and journalists.
these statistics will choose to
Some of these fields, however, try another field while others
have new positions being will choose to stay with their
created, as is the case with jour- original career plans.
nalism. Students graduating
Judy Shewmaker, a
with a journalism or radio/tv sophomore advertising major
degree are finding jobs. in from Marion, said it is scary go·
related fields such as public ing into a field predicted to
relations and advertising.
have a surplus of professionals.
Corporate video is booming
"I'll just have to work hard
for people with writing and because I love advertising," she
public relations skills, said said.

MONDAY:

SPECIAL
Sale

EVERY
WEDNESDAY:

Free income tax assistance is being offered to students that
need help filing their feder al and state income tax returns
through April 12 in Room 302 of the Business Building from
noon until 4 p.m. each Friday.
Sponsored by the department of accounting, Beta Alpha Psi
and Murray State U niversity accounting students, the program is part of the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance pro·
gram (VITA).
St udents are r equested to a bring a copy of their 1989 tax
ret urns, forms W-2 and 1099 and any other relevant
I'
information.

Scholarship a pplications for the 1991-92 school year are
available and must be completed by March 1 and returned to
t he Alumni Affairs Office of the Foundation Office.
Applications must be accompanied by an official transcript
and a letter of recommendation and endorsement of applies- •
t ion from t he students department chair or adviser.
Applications are available in the Alumni Affairs Office, 4th
floor, Sparks Hall; the MSU Foundation, 5th floor, Sparks
H all; and music contr ol in t he Curris Center.

•

,~

Tax assistance offered

Scholarship applications available

Our Daily Super Specials!

TUESDAY:

NEWSBRIEFS

A representative of t he Counseling and Testing Center and
a repr esentative of Minority Student Affairs/Housing Of!ice
are available to present a program to classes and orgaruzations in the campus community.
"Facing Difference: Living Together on Campus" is designed to promote the value of diversity in the student body. The
program consists of a brief film followed by a djscussi?n involving a panel of students representing a cross section of
student population.
Interested parties should contact either Kim Barrett at
762-6851, or Renee Rowland at 762-6836 or 2310 for more information or to arrange a presentation.

Career day planned
Representatives from various companies will be at Murray
State University for a Business/Industry/Government Career
Day Tuesday in the Currie Center Ballroom.
The fair begins at 10 a.m. and ends at 4 p.m. and is sponsored by the Placement Office.

KAPPA
·ALPHA

ORDER
.......... with
the~
(R)

Dress & Casual

LADIES' SHOES
SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPECIALS!
We are offering you quality
food, first class service & a
pleasant environment to dine
only at

10

I

:FI9{t£ tJJ19{19{§ !R!]:STJilfll~

Aiso owners & operators of Majestic of Mayfield
mwe accept reservations for small or large parties,
Hu
receptions, or group meetings.
641 South
t

only

-$3.99 a pair!
FACTORY
DISCOUNT SHOES
16th & Main next to the
ATn house
753-9419

We, the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon,
would like to welcome the following
newly. initiated brothers:
Gary Gene BOya
Jeff Scott Storr
JoseP.h Eee Stucker

Keith Edward Cockrum
Charles Earl Dawley
Craig Allen Harmon

We are proud to recognize the Spring '91
Beta
pledge class:

Beta

Joseph Ray Maddox
Phillip Ray Massie
Jeffrey Dale Smith

=:::
7:11,...
t:1111.a

King Ralph
(N)

r.Be.st Wislie.s
to our 6rotlie.r
Jeff Camp6e{{,
serving in tlie.

!MidiUe f£ast,
from tlie.
6rotlie.rs of tlie.
'Delta !J{jt
cliapter of
1(appa j{[pfia
Oraer.

Nothing But
Trouble
( PI1S)

Congratu{ations
1!1ieta Clii 'De{ta
:J{f,~ 'Epsifon Initiates
Sheri Barber
Holli Brown
Tonja Copple
Peggy Davis
Sherry Dickinson
Cheri Greer
Sherry Lovett
Jenny Mason
Jennifer Mattingly
Amy Maxwell

Nancy Mcintire
Melinda Morrison
Anne Partello
Doris Perkins
Christy Powell
Lisa Reid
Tiffany Rice
Jen Sacora
Lisa Schmitt
Kristie Vaughn

Love, iJ1ie Sisters of
Clii
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LIFE
Swimsuit issue
in good taste?
By AMY LEAR
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Bikini-clad women lying and
playing on the beaches fill the
pages of the Sports Illustrated
swimsuit issue which hit the
stands Feb. 11.
The issue, heavily publicized
by Sports Illustrated as a gimmick to entice people to
subscribe, is a much sought
after publication. Sales are extremely high, and people have
been asking for it weeks in advance, a Readmore Books
spokesman said.
Opposers of the magazine
l;nve called it chauvinistic and
obscene, accusing it of par. ding
women in a fashion similar to
Playboy, but many see it as only
a prom.,tional tool u~ed by the
magazin..:- to boost sales and
allow companies to introduce
their newest lines of swimwear
to the public.
Of those students interviewed, the largest majority said
they found the magazine to be
presented in a tasteful manner
while a small percent of those
interviewed felt the magazine
was distasteful'. One student
even referred to it as "parading
women around like a cattle
show."
Brian Barnes, a sophomore
civil engineering major from
Grayville , Ill., said the
magazine is a promotional tool
and presented in a tasteful
manner.
"At least these pictures are of
girls with swimsuits on, and
they are not naked as .. in
Playboy or Hustler," he said.
"As a photographer, I do not see
anything wrong with girls posing in swimsuits."
Clay McClain, a senior advertising major from Mayfield,
said he does not find the
agazine chauvinistic.
"If women want to do them,
that's fine," he said. "They're
ptodels and it's a job."
Sarah Whitten, a sophomore
elementary education major
from Cape Giradeau, Mo., said
the magazines do not bother
her.
"However, I don't think too
many people actually wear
those swimsuits on beaches,"
she said.
Tim Smith, a freshman broadcast major from Camden,
Tenn., said he has subscribed to

Sports Illustrated in the past
and sees the swimsuit issue as a
bonus.
"It's not like they show a
whole lot," he said. "It offers a
change of pace."
Compared to other magazines
such as Playboy or Penthouse,
most of the students interviewed said they found the Sports Illustrated swimsuit issues to be
less provocative.
Smith said the swimsuit
issues are not nearly as bad as
Playboy. There is no
biographical information such
as the girls' birthdays or hob·
hies, only information about
thf' swimsuits, be ~aid.
"It lists the- styles, company
responsible for the swimsuits
and the cost of the swimsuits.
The women just happen to be
beautiful," he said.
"Sports Illustrated has toned
down in the past few years,"
McClain said. "I don't think
they go as far as other
magazines such as Sports
Magazine."
With the war for equal rights
still raging, how would an allmale swimsuit issue rate with
students?
Whitten said she would find
nothing wrong with the issue if
men were willing to do it.
Barnes said the swimsuit
issues seem to be geared toward
making money.
"In our country, guys are the
ones that usually have the
money, and everything is
geared toward getting the
money from them," he said.
Barnes said a male swimsuit
issue would be fine.
"Many girls have pictures on
their walls of men with just
jeans on, and they think that's
tasteful," he said.
Many of the men interviewed
said they would not be bothered
by an all-male issue.
"If I bad the honor of posing
for it, I would," Smith said.
McClain said not only guys,
but girls, too, buy the swimsuit
issues to see the latest fashions.
Although many of the male
students interviewed said they
thought the magazine was
tasteful, many said they had
differing opinions about having
their girlfriends or sisters pose.
Barnes said it would depend

JENNIFER
JENKINS
CampusUfe

..

Editor

About Issue,
CtQn 't get mad·, ~
just get even,

.~

on the photographer.
"I know photographers who
are really nice ana others who
are not whom I wouldn't trust
with my neighbors' sister," he
said.
Smith said it would depend on
the type of pictures and the

type of swimsuit.
· "Some of the pictures are
more obscene than others; and
if she did one, I would want it to
be one with more clothes," he
said.
Whitten said if asked she
would pose for a magazine

her~lf.

However, she [eel!J the
magazine gives women an
unrealistic view of the ideal
woman men prefer.
"!"think men get hung up on
really skinny women, but a lot
of guys prefer average-size
women," she said.

Model: Job mix -of beauty, brains
munity College and went to the Mount ding your own money on clothes, you there is too much stress put on people to
don't know if people will like or not. It is fit that mold.
Laurel
Festival in Pineville.
Assistant Campus Life Editor
completely
a different thing," she said.
"I think there's a stereotype that peo"It is more an old southern tradition
When some people hear the word
ple
have that everyone should be a cerFranklin, who will model for the Mur"model" or "beauty pageant contes- than a pageant," she said. "I met polititain
size," she said. "Truthfully, a lot of
cians
and
girls
from
other
colleges."
ray State Fashion Show in March, said
tant," they immediately think of a Bar·
people
don't have time to exercise to be
Franklin
said
she
still
keeps
in
touch
as
far
as
a
swimsuit
issue,
she
did
not
hie doll look-alike who has only enough
that small, and eating is something that
with
several
of
the
friends
she
made-at
think
she
would
do
anything
like
that.
intelligence to spell her own name.
they do on the run."
Janece Franklin, a junior interior the pageants. "That is the part ...of the
"I have done that (modeled in swim·
pageants
that
I
like,"
she
said.
Franklin said she trys to stay at a
design major from Paducah, dislikes the
suits) in a couple of pageants, and I don't weight that makes her happy and not
Franklin
said
she
is
not
interested
in
stereotype of models.
enjoy it," she said. '1 like to do interFranklin said she entered pageants doing any major modeling later in her views because I feel like they go more on gain too many pounds.
life.
and did modeling for local businesses
"1 always go on a severe diet before a
"I want to work for an architectural intelligence and not how you look in a pageant to try to lose 10 pounds," she
while she was in junior high school.
bathing suit. A lot of that is beauty, but
She said she has always been in- f:trm," she said. "I would like to be a cor· it doesn't tell you anything about the said. "But in college it seems l've·gained
terested in clothes and fashion and had porate designer in Lexington or St. person."
more weight because of stress."
Louis."
wanted to work in retailing.
Although pageant and modeling work
Franklin said at one time s he was maFranklin said she would never con"I do it (pageants) for fun," she said.
is
something Franklin said she does for
joring
in
retail
merchandising
and
sider nude modeling either. "I don't
"There are lots of pageant girls who
fun,
it is not her fll'st love.
think they are beautiful and think they thought that was the career she wanted know what kind of person it takes to do
to
pursue.
"Showing American saddle bred
something like that, maybe they have
should win, and I'm not like that."
"The retail business is one thing when 'oodles' of self confidence," she said.
horses is my main hobby, and pageants
Franklin said she looks at the
are just for fun," she said. "Every
pageants as a way to meet other girls you are working with someone else's
Franklin
said
people
place
too
much
money.
But
when
you
try
to
go
into
it
pageant you go to, you don't see me
and interesting people. She won Miss
and you are going to be spen- emphasis on being the right size, and there."
PCC when she attended Paducah Com· yourself
:

By AMY LEAR

~-A~S;.;;;:U~C~E;;;;;........;;O...;;;;.F......;;;I;;;,;,;;;.I;;;;;..FE;;;,;;....___,

Black history
One of the highlights of Black History
Month was the Joe Clark lecture Tuesday night, but many more events are
planned for the remainder of February.
For instance, a history bowl will be
Saturday in Hart Hall Coffee House.
On Sunday, the Kentucky State University Gospel Ensemble will perform
in Lovett Auditorium at 3 p.m.
At 7:30p.m. on Tuesday, a recognitio"'dinner honoring black scholars will
be held in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Wednesday, a conference on campus racism will be in the Barkley Room
from noon until 2 p.m.

~

Reaching out

Although many say volunteerism is on
the decline, some Murray State University students are still willing to lend a helping hand
wherever one is needed.
Whether they tutor for American Humanlcs, donate cans to Needline or simply pick
up litter on campus, these students are giving
something back to the campus and community.
One student said a great deal of personal satisfaction is the reward.
Story on page 10
Joe Clark

Death of ethics
ColumnistGeorgeWUihascalledCal
Thomas a •moral environmentalist.•
Thomas, who writes a bi-weekly,
nationally syndicated newspaper column distributed to more than 135
newspapers, will speak on the topic,
"The Death of Ethics in America"
Monday, Feb. 25, at 7 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
Thomas is the author of eight books
Including the bestseller, "Book Burning" and his latest, "Uncommon Sense."
Admission to the lecture is tree to the
public. A "love offering" will be received
to benefit the Murray Ute House.

Oh no! Don't tell me it is that
time of year again.
Ladies, you know what I'm
talking about. As soon as the
Sport's Illustrated swimswt
edition hits the stands, the men
in our lives ar e hitting the
doors, tripping over the pet and
fumbling with the car keys as
they strive to beat the lines at
the local magazine store.
And for what? They go
through all that trouble jueft'"to'
see the few women in the world
who are actually anatomically
correct in skimpy litt l e
swimsuits?
Well, OK, I guess I underst and their desire. But what irks
me is their hypocritical double
standards.
As we stand nearby in our
baggy sweats with minimal
make-up and cringe with each
flip of the page, our beloved
ones wipe the drool from their
chins, give us a little pat on the
thigh and tell us we are as
beautiful and our bodies are as
wonderful as the models
featured.
Yeah, right, darling. Even if
we are as beautiful, the typical
female insecurities hamper
that reassurance. And we ciill
up our girlfriends and complain
bitterly that if there was an allmale swimsuit issue in our
laps, the men certainly would
feel, well, a little less.
One cold February, I decided
to give my boyfriend a taste of
his own medicine. He in·
evitably insisted the swimsuit
issue was not chauvinistic or
exploitive of women, and as
usual I declared otherwise.
What about issues with scantily clad men? Are they
chauvinistic or exploitive?
"Of course not," he said,
"granted they are in good
taste."
Good taste? Women running
across the beach in g-strin gs is
good taste?
I hightailed it to the local conven ience store, bought a
magazine depicting males with
g-strings, jeans unzipped and
other clothing asunder, tore out
t he pages and pasted t hem on
my bedroom walls.
It was amazing how quickly
t he definition of good taste can '
change in the mind of a male.
Those pictures stayed up a good
f:tve minut es before angry
hands ripped them down and a '
red-faced boyfriend stomped out
of t he room.
The next February I was
pleased to note the absence of a
well-thumbed swimsuit issue. I
even gloated as my friends com·
plained about the magazines
they had discovered in the
hands of their boyfr iends.
Then, in March I found a
worn issue· under some pa~rs
in his desk drawer.
I guess the swimsuit issuelike the phone calls that never
came and the forgotten anniversaries - is just something
we have to deal with.
But no one says we have to
like it. And, more importantly,
no one says we can't get even.

New heights .
For the adventurous at heart, a new
course on campus will soar to new
heights.
The course, "Introduction to Aviation
and Flight Training," will be held Tuesday and Thursday, as well as Feb. 26
and Feb. 28, from 6:30 to 8:30 a.m. at
a campus location to be announced.
This Is a free community education
course.
It Is co-sponsored by Calloway
County Schools.
Call 762-4159 for more information.
Other sessions will be scheduled later
in the spring.

\
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·Volunteers aid area groups
I

By JENNIFER LASHLEE

thro u gh Eagle Scouts
together."
Many students say they are
Som e stu dents want to
bored and do not have anything
volunteer their time to more
to do after classes, but there are
than one organization.
several students at Murray
Bill Wharton, a senior outState University who have
door recreation major from Covfound a remedy for boredom ington, said he finds sometliing
By ALYSSA HARVEY
semester. I didn't really
being volunteers. Whether it is
or
someone to help every time
..,..St.L.aft,.,._-W.,-ri-te-r- - - - - - - - have anything to do, and she
volunteering for the American
boredom hits him.
Imagine a class that has suggested it. It also provides
Hu~anics tutoring program or .
"1 was one of four students to
you
so totally stressed you a little spending money,''
for,J ' the community YMCA,
start t he YldCA in Murray four
IIJI ,
h
cannot function normally.
she said.
ther~ ts a 1ways someone w o
years ago," Wharton said. " I've
may
be
the
math
class
Brockman $Sid she usually
It
nee'ds help.
also been heavily involved with
with pr oblems you know you works two hours a week in
Roger We is, director of, the
being an assistant Scout master
will never use in your entire the student lab as well as
American Humanics depart·
with a local Boy Scout troop for
lifetime
but must pass in" spending six hours a week
ment, said he is always needing
four years, and during the off·
order to fulfill' a general doing private tutoring.
volunteers for the department's
season I volunteered at the Na·
'
e
ducation requirement. It
She said the amount of
tutoring program. In the pro;
t ional Scouting Museum ,"
inay be the English class in time she •works depends on
gram Murray State students
Wharton said. "When I get
which you must write a the number of students she
tuto[ middle school students
bored, I go to the area schools
zillion
papers with correct has in the labs.
from both Murray and
and volunteer to help with programmar and punctuation in
"It depends on how many
Ce,lloway schools. MSU
grams that they have."
a week's time.
people come. We usually
students can tutor any subject
"I do this because I see the
It may also be psychology, have two or three a day ," she
araa, depen d ing upon
need," Wharton said. "If I can Joe Clark, of " Lean on Me" fame, spoke to a standing room only
..
mythology, biology or any said.
qu~lifications.
help one person, it's a great crowd Tuesday night In the Currls Center Ballroom.
other class th at gives you
Brockman said t utoring
W~is said there are never
feeling. I would feel bad about
nightmares and makes you has its ups and downs.
enough volunteers in the pro·
myself if I didn't volunteer
jo•
feel like an inadequate col"It's hard when a student
grP,m
to meet t h e amount of
when I knew that someone
student.
doesn't
understand what
lege
children needing academic
needed my help.
In situations Jike these, a you're trying to tell them,
help, but in the past two years
"When I get that smile, that
.student tutor may be the but you get to know more
200 students have received the
hug or that thank-you card, it
answer.
people who are not in a lot of
heJp' they needed.
makes it all worthwhile,"
What
makes
a
student
your
classes. We ·(tutors)
By MICHELE CARL TON
"We are very · proud of the
Wharton said.
and be willing to take the contutor different from any have gotten to be great
number of middle school
Other students have helped Reporter
sequences of your actions," he
other tutor is the tutor is friends:' she said.
students that we have helped
Lecturer Joe Clark spoke to said.
create organizations that need
Anne Tully, a sen ior
s t i 11 a stu d e nt and
an overflow crowd about the
volunteers.
1through our program," Weis
Clark illustrated the need to
understands what you are organizational communicasaid. "The volunteers are not
Shawn Chambers, a need to eliminate discrimina- work to achieve success.
·
· fr
Pi b
going through.
only helping these students
sophomore math major from tion, the need for independence
"A diamond is nothing more
Student tutors do what bona ma.JOr om 'tts urg,
academically, they are also
Owensboro, is one of several and the need for better educa- than a piece of coal that stuck
Pa., tutors middle school
they do for differ ent reasons. students for the American
helping build the students' selfstudents who created Students tion in the public schools Tues- to its job," he said. "You must
Ginny Brockman, a senior humanics department.
Aiding the Vanishing Earth day night in the Curris Center persist if you want to succeed."
esteem."
finance major from Hender Cindy Drennan, a junior
(SAVE), an organization help· ballroom.
Clark emphasized the need to
Although she only has one
son, is in her sixth semester
elementary education major
Clark, former principal and improve the public education
ing to e nvironmentally save the
as a math tutor for the student, she said she tutors
from Marion, has been a
educator of Eastside High in system.
earth.
Lowry Center.
him in various subjects on a
volunteer tutor in t h e
Chambers, the treasurer of Patet·son, N.J., was the focus of
"Public education is brain
She said her r oommate volunteer basis.
American Humanics program
SAVE, said they are trying to the Warner Brothers movie, dead. And the people it affects
helped b eT becom e in·
Tully said she tutors her
for three semesters.
organize several programs ''Lean On Me" .
most are blacks, Hispanics and
terested
in
tutor.ing
there.
student
two nights a week
• · uljoined the program because"'
Discrimination can be over- poor whites," he said. "Poor
students can get involved in,
"My roommate had for two hours and elijoys
I love to work with children,"
such as litter pick-ups on cam· come by showing a unit~:d front, people and marginal middle
alr-eady don e it for a tutoring him.
Drennan said. "It's a lot of fun,
pus and Land Between the Clark said.
class people are suffering imand I get personal satisfaction
Lakes. The members of SAVE
''Do not, and we must not mensely from a poor educafrom knowing that I am helping
also take aluminum to be judge people by the color of skin tional system."
tion I'm going to go when I said. "I'm not a leader . I just recycled and want to plant or ethnicity but by the content
someone."
Clark received applause for
Keir Kendall, a senior social graduate. r elijoy it, and I'm volunteer my time when they more trees on campus.
of character," he said. "We are his comments that teachers are
work major from Frankfort, getting experience at the same need me to help the boys meet
"We try to get students to be all one in the same. We are all overworked and underpaid.
their different badge~eeds." _ involved in different activities brothers and sisters, and we
said she enjoys helping time," Kendall said.
"Teachers should be paid
Allen Winchester, a junior enchildren. After working at the
Winchester, a member. of the environmentally because if we must work together as one."
more. They should be given the
YMCA last summer, Kendall vironmental engineering major National Guard, has assisted are not concerned, who is going
As the first educator on the respect that accords their levels
now volunteers much of her from Murray, occasiona lly the Cubs in their physical to be?" Chambers said.
cover of Time magazine, Clark of expectations," he said
time there assisting with ac- volunteers his time with a local training and knot tying.
If students want to volunteer spoke on the need to be
Clark closed his speech by
Cub Scout pack.
tivities for the children.
" My enjoyment comes from for these organizations or any independent.
quoting King.
· "I originally got involved watching the boys grow into others, either on or off campus,
'~ing at the YMCA gives
"Don't let anyone decide for
"If it falls your luck to be a
me an opportunity to work with (with the Cub Scouts) because men," Winchester said. "My t hey should call the organiza- you what you should decide for street sweeper, sweep your
, children, and that's the direc- my son was one," Winchester eon and I want to ao. all the wM tion and ask how they can help. yourself. 'Believe jn yourself streets well," he said.
,..,,
Reporter

Tutors help students
with difficult classes

I

Speech emphasizes need
to eliminate discrimination
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Religion provides escape

Field trips offer funl:J.~
for MSU students
!

By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

Escaping the pressures of living at home, many students on
college campuses seek the
security of a campus religious
organization.
One of the choices Murray
State University offers is the
freedom to attend one of 10
religious organizations. And
although MSU organizations
are not growing as rapidly as
,2thers, they are homes to
several students.
And according to experts of
various religious denominations, students nationwide are
becoming more active in
religious organizations.
Keith Inman, campus
minister for Baptist Student
Union, said last year 650 different students attended while
this year 700 students are
attending.
"I think people are looking
for stability in their lives. They
are found to have come from a
rough background, and +.bey
need to find stability and
security in their lives," Inman
said.
Inman said some students
have been disillusioned a little
with disfunctional
relationships.
"They think God can make a
difference," he said.
Freshmen are more likely to
get involved in religion, Inman
said.
"When they get to college,
they are looking for a group to
get into," Inman said. "They
need to carry on what they have
experienced in high echool."
Paul Newman, sponsor of
Athletes in Action/Fellowship
of Christian Athletes, said last
year 20 students were atten-
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ding their bible st~dy meetings
willie 10 are attending now.
Newman said one of the
reasons there is an incr~ase nationally is several students look
around them and see turmoil in
t he world.
"They see the ehallownef\8 of

American materialism," he
said. "They are looking for
spiritual answers."
Newman said freshmen have
more t.ime to com m it
themselves.
As for the decrease in
members attending FCA ,
Newman said some of the
students from last year have
graduated.
" We've just run into some
people who haven't had time to
get there," Newman said. "I

'know some students have conmeting interests 'i n with when
we're meeting and when they
have another meeting to go to."
William Hale, president of
Voices of Praise, said in fall
semester there were 20 choir
members, but thJo semester
there are 15.
Hale, a freshman from Shelby
County, said he is studying to
be a minister.
Hale said one reason for the
increase in students attending
religious organizations is they
are faced with boredom.
Students want to get involved
in extracurricular activities.
"As a young person and college student, we are faced with
religion in college. Students
find the choir interesting, so

they join," he said.
The drop in the number of
members in Voices of Praise is
attributed to the rebirth of it.
"Voices of Praise restarted
with all freshmen because the
choir had stopped functioning,"
he said. ·"I don't know why.
Maybe they didn't want to put
the time and action into it, or
maybe they just didn't want to
do it.
"We sing for God. If they
didn't want to be in it, they
shouldn't have joined," Hale
said.
Hale said he has not seen any
increase' in students attending
religious organizations on the
University.
Hale also attends Wesley
Foundation where he has
become good friends with David
Atkinson, campus minister.
"At the Wesley Foundation,
when they started ,recruiting
for new members, 30 freshmen
were recruited~ and we only
have five now. I was the only
freshman ' who had stayed,"
Hale said.
As for the Newman House,
director Joan Frifz said she
does not have a count of the
number of students who attend
the organization's functions.
"I didn't know there was n na.
tional increase in students at.
tending religious organiza.
tions," she said.
Frifz said the time you get
freshmen determines if they
want to be in any religious
organizations.
Lisa-Anne Samples, president
of Students for Interdenominational Emphasis, said freshmen
are more likely to get involved
because they are looking for a
group or religious organization
to belong.

1

By LEIGH LANDINI

and the skills taught are ap-- .~
Assistant News Editor
plied to real situations in ";• ~
The words, "field trip,'' br- field training exercise.
ing to mind images of the
"It puts a little bit of a dif- w
childhood years when
ferent note to it because tne'h
teachers and students board·
1
ed a bus or van for a funfilled cadets Mave to worry about't1
other
things
plus
class:
excursion. However, field skills," Frisk said.
· · •· '
trips are no longer limited to
~.
elementary or middle
Another field trip offered k
schools.
as part of an adventw:e m
Several classes at Murray training class is a trip tQ. the •t
State University offer field Buffalo River in Tennessee ~
trips that vary from a one· that offers a chance to learnn
day excursion to a three-day proper canoe techniques and.J
weekend trip.
water safety.
Last year the department
Although some field trip~ .)
of foreign languages offered
may
be several days long;
a three-day trip to Lafayette,
others
are only a day-lon·g'
La., ' for a Franco-phone
event.
As
part of an equine
F estival, said Suzanne
studies
class,
students
Keeslar, assistant professor
visited
Bluegrass
Downs 1in
of foreign languages.
" The Franco -phone Paducah to observe the 1·
Festival was an opportunity quarter horses at the track. ~
Debbie Frost, a graduate , •
to see the French language
in action in the United student studying agricult~a..J
from Greencastle, Ind., said
States," Keeslar said..
Another twist on the field t h e tr i p .w a s a f u n
trip concept is offered by the experience.
department of military
"We looked at horses and •1
science in all of its classes.
judged them on confirmation
Capt. Dan Frisk, assistant (running ability). You see.a
professor of military science, lot of different typeR of con. ·
said all military science ftrmation after looking Q.t 1
classes require a laboratory. t he horses," she said.

..

AROUND CAMPUS
SGA sponsors study area

Staff Writer

At one t ime or another, all of
us have needed to talk to someone about our problems.
However, sometimes certain
problems deserve s pecial
attention.
Murray St ate University's
Counseling and Testing Center
has someone to help students
deal with their. problems, and
that person is Tamikia Dumas.

Dum a s, w h o has an
undergraduate degree in social
work from MSU, is a graduate
assistant for the center .
Dumas described what she
liked best being a student
counselor.
"People come in who are
depressed or unhappy with
their present situation and being able to talk to them by asking them different questions
and having them speak about

the situation in a different way,
when they leave, they think
they feel somewhat better
about the situation," she said.
Dumas said she deals with a
lot of students who come to
counseling and testing and just
want to talk.
She said it is important for
counselors to do more than just
list e n , they must also
encourage.
"You have to really be active

Self-esteem classes begin

with it. There is a lot to just being able to talk with someone
saying .'OK, I understand,' but
a lot of times students need to
~ that you care, and that you
do understand," she said.
As a college counselor, she
said there is a big transition for
students in coming to college,
and she would want to help
them deal with that and the
anxieties of school once that
transition is complete.

Expo Center hosts garden show
Radio station WSJP will sponsor a home, lawn and gar~ ~
show Feb. 22 through 24 at the West Kentucky Livestock ~
Show and Exposition Center. Admission is free. Show times ~
are 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday; 10 a.m. to 9 p;m. Saturday; and 10 ~
a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday. For more information, call 753-2400. 1

NOTICE

South 12th Street
753-9164

Auditions for Backstreet Station Family Music Show,
Benton, Ky. starting Feb. 2 through March 1991.
Auditions for talent to have opportunity to perform for
Backstreet Station for future shows. The fmallsts will
compete for prizes.

Mechanic on dutyf
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL

753·4512

''FREE CAR WASH WITH RLL-UP''

527-3482 or 345-6590

Piggly
Wiggly

-..........

We the Brothers of
Pi Kappa ~lpha
would lilte ~o tfiank the
Pike Rus
&
ilittle
for their efforts during
Rush.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
Lay's Potato Chips
Only

~99¢

Soft and Gentle Bathroom
Tissue 4-Pack
Soft
and
Gantt•

'

'·' 1
Calloway County Schools are cosponsoring a communicy,
education noncredit course entitled "Coaching Your Way to •
More Positive Self-esteem." It is offered each Wednesday
night until Feb. 27 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. For more informs·
tion, call 762-4159.

MurrayBP
Monday- Friday

.t

The Student Government Association is sponsoring a pro.
gram to provide commuter students with a quiet place to .
study. A study area is available for commuters in the $tables'
dining area each weekday from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m.

Counselor assists troubled students
By SHAWN LOCKMAN

••

Chicken of the Sea
Tuna

~ 2 for 89¢

Dell-made 12" Single
Topping

2 for $5.99

79¢

t

South 12th Street
& Glendale
753-9616 or 753-0265
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
ANTHONY
RUSSELL
Reporter·

Classics interest students
By LORI SHAIN

not saying that if I need something to read,
"It is hard to assess. I think revival is too
I'm going to go pick up Shakespeare. I like strong a term though. Some students have
classical music. Mozart, I absolutely love just read more widely," he said.
because his music is soothing. I don't par·
Cornelius said he was very interested to
ticulary relish Shakespeare, but I do like see his Humanities 202 students picking
it,'' he said.
up on the main points so easily in many of
Gossman said there has been a decline in the classical literature selections he
interest among his classmates.
assigned.
"Not many people our age really listen to
"They seem to be reading them very
or are in to classical music or stuff like well," he said.
that. Classical music has lost some of its
Jean I..orrah, professor of English, said
popularity, but it will always be around," she has not noticed any particular interest
Gossman said.
among her students.
Students are usually exposed to the
"I haven't taught Humanities 202 in
classics in high school, as well as in many years so I don't know if King Lear is g9ing
English and humanities classes in college. over any better now or not. I teach a fan"In humanities, that's what the class is tasy, myth or legend course, and there is
all about. You kind of have to study it. always interest there, whether popular or
Some students don't particularly care for it not," she said.
though and don't want to study it,"
"I think the interest has always been
Gossman said.
there but has not necessarily been
Fred Cornelius, associate professor of strengthened lately. It has been a consEnglish, said he has not seen as much in· tant," said Mike Cohen, professor of
terest in the classics as he might hope.
English.

Staff Writer

"To be or not to be, that is the question."
To be interested in classical literature or
music, that is.
For many students the thought of having
to read a Shakespearean play for class or
having to study music by Mozart or
Beethoven makes their skin crawl and
r.o
their stomachs turn.
J •
However, many others have a sincere inRabid is defined as going to
terest that has resulted in a revival of the
•vt""'"~" lengths in expressing
feeling, interest or classics.
"In a way, I've seen this a lot in younger
This is exactly the atof the Rabid Cavaliers people lately," said Gail DeMoss, a senior
they are ready to play social work and English ~or from
and after a year of ex- Madisonville.
"I love classical music, and I do like
n.,.,n.,.,"..."' they feel as if there is
Shakespeare. I've talked to several difothing they cannot do.
This is a highly energetic and ferent people who seem to share this inylis.tic cover band consisting . terest," she said.
Joe Gossman. a sophomore English and
if mainly Murray State UniverGerman major from Louisville, said he also
ty ,students. They are looking
rvlard to playing their version shares this interest in the classics. "I'm
f r&:k 'n' roll Saturday night
t.t Kat-Man-Doo's in Puryear,
Tenn.
Jiin Mahanes, a senior jourllalisin major from Louisville,
~d n Steve Hatton, a senior
llist8'fy and art major from
Murray, said they feel very condent in their ability to perorm and sound professional.
Oilier members of the band
fnclude the following people:
Nancy Smith, a Murt·ay resipent; Bob Harrison, a junior
$afety engineering major from
Cadiz; and Jay Owen, a
freshman wildlife biology major
from .Calvert City.
Photos by KEVIN LEVERENZ
1 The music they play could be
ftescribed as a blend of classic
Two pieces In Mi c h ae l
pldies with a heavy amount of
Turner's exhibit " I Will Call
progressive, college-type rock.
Him George" Include, left,
¥ou l can expect to hear Jimi
" Contempieta" and " Now I'm
Hendrix played in the same set
Dancing. "
with the Hoodoo Guru's or Led
Zep~lin with the Bodeans. But
this is the music they said they
feel comfortable playing.
' So if you want to hear a uniQUe band playing unique music,
'i
you will not go wrong with the
.{taQ.id Cavaliers.
By PATRICIA CASH
regiori was also a deciding
Staff Writer
factor.
Thousands of college seniors
"I have been influenced in my
are hurriedly trying to fit in all artwork by several people
AMY
the requirements they need to through out the past five
graduate
in May. Among this years," Turner said. "Two of
HELM
mass of seniors is Michael the major influences have been
Staff
Turner, a functional design ma- Paul Sasso, associate professor
Wrfter
jor from Carthage, Tenn.
of art at Murray State, and
In preparation for his gradua- J ack Cody, an artist from
tion, Turner opened his senior Paducah."
art exhibition titled "I Will
Following his graduation,
Call Him George" Wednesday Turner said he wants to travel
in the upper level of the Clara for a few years before going to
M. Eagle Gallery.
work full time.
"I traveled through the NorA reception will be held i~ the
fifth
floor
gallery
lobby
Fnday
theast
last summer and by seeSantangelo is back
from
7
to
9
p.m.
.
·
ing
different
places and
more power than ever in
.The wo~ks that wtll be on meeting different people, I
Collins' new novel, titldispl~y Wlll be several types. of changed my attitude toward
a.~:~~<lJ' Boss.
drawmgs,
black an~ . white several things," Turner said. "I
the star of Collins'
p~otographs
.and arttstlc fur. want to travel to places l've
Chances and Lucky,
m~ure
t
hat
IS usable, Turner
never been and have new
to expand the Sansatd.
.
.
experiences."
o empire by purchasing
Turner developed hts mterest
Be ·d
"l'u
· in
Studios. The owner, in art while taking art classes te ~ :~ ~rt, st' rner 15
•
anther, plans to make in high school and decided to
,~e!.:_ mbe ~~-fimg.
earn the right to buy the pursue it as a career.
. • may , . or an W:t ~aLucky must disguise
Following high school , JOr , .but. I m mterested m m·
~~a~r.~u as a secretary order to
Turner decided to attend Mur- vestmg m re~ estat:e and the
what goes on in the ray State University because stock market, he satd.
, and unravels a he was not ready to attend a
Altho':lgh. Turner wil~ kee~ a
liliii:l''lftn·p and intriguing world of
large art school in a city like few .o~~ts pieces from hts ~mor
fashion, romance and New York. In addition, he said exhtbttton, most of them w11l be
the fact that Murray State has for sale to the public.
· the novel, several old the reputation of having one of
Turners exhibit will be on
ch~acters are reintroduced,
the best art departments in t he display through Feb. 24.
~b as Gino Santangelo,
tit£~'s
79-year-old father; Len4
rii'~ Golden, Lucky's stubborn
husband; Stephen, Gino's black CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD GONE MAD
son; and Carlos Bonnatti, the
~}'en-rival of the Santangelos
who ( will do anything to ruin
Lucky.
)New characters are also int~$liuced. Venus Maria is a
vid'eo superstar having an affair with a married man. Martin Swanson is a businessman
who wants more. Mickey Stolli,
wants full control.
_With 608 pages, Collins is not
~tingy in filling the novel with
images of life in Hollywood and
has produced another steamy
hovel woven together with STEVEN O'RILEY'S ROBIN HOOD
PO'tr!!r, sex and fame.
/HAT LLif:€~ MY
1 !\would recommend this book
I.D~ER "TO f"'ll<" ~~ 100 PoweRFUL
to anyone who elijoys reading
TO C.OMPF£ HEN{) OR D~NY.
about scandalous happenings
im~t!is not offended by strong
lalliDlage. With Jackie Collins,
on& must be prepared to read a
nov.el full of explicit language
and , extraordinary situations.
~ady Boss is indeed a success
for Collins.
~P,~plished in hard-back by
;::;imon & Schuster, the price is

valiers blend
lassie rock with
ew music styles

t
~
i

f

Senior exhibit features
.
photographs, furniture

1

-~5.

Computers bring images
of Renaissance era to life
By GREG ALLEN
Reporter

Drawing since she could bare·
ly walk, Amanda Jacobi has
found a different aspect in art the computer.
Jacobi, a senior from
Louisville, currently has 13 different computer-generated
cibachrome prints on display on
the first floor of the Curris
Center art gallery.
Majoring in graphic design,
Jacobi said she creates her im·
ages by collaging digitized objects and photographs through
a television camera and
manipulates them wit.h paint
programs on a computer. The
image is then scanned into a
film recorder and a cibachrome
print is made from the positive,
Jacobi said.
Many of the images are from
Renaissance sculpture which
are put together to convey a
message.
"Each conveys its own

message. They're commentaries on the attitudes that I
have seen through my life," she
said. ''I want the viewer to
come up with his own attitude.
That's what art is all about: letting the viewer come up with
his interpretation."
Jacobi said she becante interested in graphic arts her
freshman year and became involved in the computer her
junior year.
A member of the Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, Jacobi
said she would like to get a job
in computer graphics when she
graduates in May.
"I love working with the computer. I want to show people in
painting and drawing that the
computer can be used creatively," Jacobi said.
Jacobi itJ also a member of the
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor
Society and publicity chairperson for the University Center
Board.

MAIN EVENTS

What's Hot
This Week
Mov)es
1. Home Alone
2. Dances With Wolves
3. White Fang
4. Awakenings
5. Once Around
6. Green Card
7. Kindergarten Cop
8. Popcorn
9. The Grifters
10. Hamlet
From Entertainment Data

VIdeo rent•l
1. Robocop 2
2. Dick Tracy
3. Young Guns II
1:
4. My Blue Heaven
'
11
5. Another 48 Hours
11
6. The Adventures of Ford 1,
1'
Fairlane
7. Bird on a Wire
li
8. The Freshman
'
9. Pretty Woman
1o. Delta Force 2:
Operation Stranglehold
From Billboard masuine
i

Pop Singles
,
I
1. Gonna Make You
Sweat. C&C Music
Factory featuring
Freedom Williams
(Platinum)
2. All the Man that I Need. li
1.Whitney Houston
'3. One More Try.
TimmyT.

4. rhe First llme.
Surface (Gold)
5. Someday Mariah Carey ·
6. Where Does My Heart
J
Beat Now. Celine Dion
7. I'll Give All My Love to
You. Keith Sweat
8. Disappear. INXS
1
9. Play That Funky Music.
Vanilla Ice (Gold)
1o. Love Will Never Do
Without You. Janet
Jackson

,,

Concert benefits scholarship fund

From Billboard masutne

The music department will raise money for scholarships by
presenting a wind ensemble concert Feb. '22 at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
The concert will feature Dcnnis 'Johnson, conductor; Doug
Elliot, trombonist; and a guest soloist for the performance.
Admission by donation is $5 for adults and $2 for students.
The money will be used for music scholarships.

Counby Singles
1. Brother Jukebox. Mark
Chesnutt
:
2. WaJk on Faith. Mike
Reid
3. Daddy's Come Around.
Paul Overstreet
4. Rumor Has tt. Reba
McEntire
5. These Ups Don't Know
How to Say Goodbye. ,
Doug Stone
6. You've Got to Stand
For Something: Aaron
Tippin
7. Love Can Build a
Bridge. The Judds
8. If You Want Me To.
Joe Diffie
9. Forever's As Far As I'll 1•
Go. Alabama
10. What a Way to Go.
Ray Kennedy

Choirs, orchestra present 'Gloria'
Murray State University's Concert Choir, Choral Union,
University Chorale and Chamber Orchestra will present
"Gloria" by Ant{)nio Vivaldi and works by Mozart Feb. 24 at
4 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
The performance features Steven Michelson, director of
choral activities, and Eric Williams, conductor of Chamber
Orchestra.
A debut performance of a work by John Steffa, assistant
music professor with Gina Scaggs, a soprano soloist, and the
Murray State percussion ensemble with Tom Vanarsdel conducting will also be held.
Ticket donations are $5 for adults and $2 for students and
senior citizens.

From Billboard maaulno

Albums
1. To The Extreme.
Vanilla Ice (Platinum)
2. Mariah Carey. Mariah
Carey (Platinum)
3. The Immaculate
Collection. Madonna
(Platinum)
4. The Simpsons Sing the
Blues. The Slmpsons
5. Please Hammer Don't
Hurt 'Em. M.C. Hammer
(Platinum)
6. I'm Your Baby Tonight.
Whitney Houston
(Platinum)
8. Some People's Uves.
Bette Midler (Platinum)
9. The Razors Edge. ACOC (Platinum)
10. The Soul Cages. Sting
From Billboard magazine
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Ms·u. leads ovc after big

•

WinS

By MICHAEL PADUANO
Sports Editor

Frank Allen (above) goes up
for the shot during last week's
64· 52 win over Eastern Ken·
tucky. Allen had 15 po int s
against EKU.
Popeye Jones (left) Is alone
for the score. Jones had 54
points and 37 rebounds In two
games last week. He was named Co-OVC Player of the
Week.

r

Herndon enjoys
By TRISH CASH

"I think the
average person
doesn't realize
the quality of
the Racer
basketball team
and program''

Staff Writer

When locked in your room
overloaded with homework on
the night of a major Murray
State basketball game, never
fear. You can still catch all the
action via WBLN-FM's play-byplay man, Randy Herndon.
Herndon, -program director
and operations manager for
WSJP/WBLN, has been doing
play-by-play since he was in
high school. Now, at WBLN, he
not only does the Racer play-byplay, but also does the production of the program.
"Calling the game is the easy
part," Herndon said. "Overseejng the production is quite a bit
harder."
Herndon came to WSJP in
1978 planning only to stay until he found something else to
do.
"I never planned to be a radio
announcer," he said. "It was
just something to do in high
school and for a short period
;n:erwatd until I found what I
T'anted to do."
• That short period has turned
into 13 years. During the first
part of those 13 years, Herndon
was a staff announcer. The position he holds now is his first
management level job.
WSJP acquired ita sister station, WBLN, formerly WAAW,
in the late 1980s. Herndon has
worked at both stations since
then doing on-air work, in-

Randy Herndon
Radio announcer

eluding the sports broadcasts
and some syndicated
programming.
He also records commercials
and recently has had mm·e air
time dedicated to talk shows.
''We've done a lot more call-in
talk shows since the war broke
out," he said. ''Everyone here is
doing twice as much work trying to keep up with the latest
news from the Persian Gulf."
Herndon stepped into his role
as Murray State's play-by-play
announcer when the previous
announcer left the station in
-1985.
"I really enjoy doing the
games, but the extensive
traveling sometimes gets old,"
he said.
The trave!~ng, however,
sometimes affords Herndon
unique opportunities he might
not get otherwise.
When the Racers played in

Racer ol the wMk
Siebert Straughn, of St Philip, Barbados earns Racer of the Week honors
by setting two Individual records and
was part of the record-setting mile relay
team. Straughn won the 200-meterdash
setting a new MSU indoor standard of
21 .34 seconds. Siebert ran to a third
place finish in the 55-meter dash, setting another Indoor record of 6.38 seconds. He finished off his torrid streak by
fUnning a 46.3 spliton his leg of the mile
Celay. Straughn along with Eustace
lsidore,Steve Roberts and Terry Harewood eclipsed the 1982 mark of 3:12.4
byrunning a 3:1 1.42.

['

Men's basketball head coach Steve Newton
may have his sport confused with baseball.
Newton and the Racers may be the only
basketball team in the nation that worries
about rainouts.
With the most important game of the year
quickly approaching, the Racers had to weave
around garbage cans that were collecting the
water dripping onto the Racer Arena court
following Wednesday's rains.
The Racers will travel to Tennessee Tech
Saturday night in a matchup that will most
likely decide the Ohio Valley Conference
champion.
Following the outcome of Monday night's
results around the OVC, it nv longer takes
mathmatical genius (or the rules for OVC tiebreakers) to figure out who controls their
destiny in the race for the OVC regular season
crown and the opportunity to host the postseason tournament.
Coupled with losses by Easter n Kentucky
and Tennessee Tech, the Racers (19-8) leaped
into first place with a 81-73 win over Morehead
State.
The Racers defeated Mor ehead 80-55 Jan. 26,
but Monday's game was much closer.
The Eagles jumped out to an early 16-lllead
and were only down 43·38 at halftime.
Morehead opened the second-half with a 12-4
run to lead 50-47 with 16:27 left in ·the game.
The Racers responded with 12-6 run to go
back on top 62-58 with 8:02 to play.
A three-point play by Morehead forward
Brett Roberts closed the gap to 62-61. After a
made free throw by Racer forward John
Jackson, Patrick Tubbs hit a three-point shot,
Roberts scored inside to give the Eagles a three
point lead with 5:38 to play.
Four points each by Popeye Jones and Frank
Allen, and made free throws by Paul King and
John Jackson led a 10-2 charge that gave the
Racers the lead for good.
The Racers were led by Jones' 30 points and
22 rebounds. Greg Coble chipped in 16 points,
seven rebounds. Allen and King each had 13
points.

Rac~rs'

the San Juan shoot-out in Puerto Rico earlier this season,
Herndon was able to take his
wife, Judy, and his 4-year-old
son, Aaron, with him.
But, the recent trips to the
NCAA tournament are the ones
that stand out most in Herndon's mind.
"It was unforgettable when
Murray upset North Carolina
State and went on to play the
eventual national champions,
Kansas, tQ within three
points," he said.
The most unusual thing that
has happened to Herndon
related to his work occurred
when he asked former Murray
State basketball coach Cal
Luther to join him for a pregame show before the Racers
took on the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Officials from UTM heard the
show while on the way to the
gf).me, and this led to Luther being named interim head coach
atUTM.
When Herndon is away from
the hustle and bustle of work,
he likes to play golf and spend
time with his son.
"Things get pretty hectic during basketball season/' he said.
"I'm gone with the team a lot of
the time. When I'm home, I just
like to spend time with my wife
or throwing the ball around
with my son."
Being so close to the team,
Herndon has learned a great

Depite his decreased role in scoring, Newton
praised Allen's play at t he end of the Morehead
game.
"He did a super job in our delay," Newton
said. "We want the ball in Frank and Greg Coble's hands so when they're fouled they will go
to the line eff~ctively.''
The Racers were able to knock off, then, OVC
co-leader Eastern Kentucky 64-52 last Saturdq at Racer Ar~na. __
MSU (7-2 in OVC play) can clinch the home
court advantage with wins in their final three
conference games with Tennessee Tech, Tennessee State and Middle Tennessee State.
Tech is right behind the Racers with a 6-2 •
conference mark and a win against the Racers
in Cookeville would put t hem on top in the
OVC standings.
Tech suffered its second OVC loss of the
season Monday night at home to Middle Tennessee 95-88. The Racers handed the Golden
Eagles their first OVC setback of the season
with a 86-74 win at Racer Arena J an. 21.
But Tech has r ebounded incredibly since a
4-8 start, and their 11-10 recor d may be deceiving. 'ITU has played teams from th e Big Ten,
Southeastern Conference and handed ninth
ranked Southern Mississippi one of only two
losses this year.
"Tech is the team that we're going to have to
deal with,'' Racer head coach Steve Newton
said. "We're going to have to do it on th eir
court and that 's going to have a lot to do with
the outcome of our conference."
'ITU is an up tempo team that has scor ed
over 100 points in five games this season.
J unior point guard Van Usher is catalyst for
the Golden Eagles. Usher leads the OVC in
assists and steals and is averaging almost 13
points a game.
Monday the Racers will be in Nashville to try
and avoid another disaster against Tennessee
State.
MSU lo~ their first meeting of the year to
the Tigers 75-73 Jan. 19.

radio job

.

Photo by MIKE PADUANO
..Randy Herndon has been the radio voice for the Racers since 1985. Herndon, the programs
managers and operations director for WBLN and WSJP In Murray, covers both men' s basketball
and football.

deal about them.
"I think that the average person doesn't realize the quality
of the Racer basketball team
and program," he said. "The
level at w}lich this team plays
is overshadowed by the big blue
of the University of Kentucky.

~--RA:_C_E_R_RE_PO_R_T_

__,

Football Slgnlngs
Afterfinishinglastseason 2-9, the Racer
football team has begun the long rebuilding
process to bring them back to the top oftheOVC
standings.
The Racers signed 17 players and head
coach Mike Mahoney and his assistants think
they're on the right track.
Find who the future Racers are and
where they are from. They may even be from
your hometown.
Story on page 14.
Siebert Straughn

BASKETBAlL

Because of this, Murray's team
doesn't get a chance to prove
themselves against bigger
schools."
'nu~· extensive traveling and
work that Herndon has done
with the basketball players
over the years has given him in·

sight into what it takes to have
a successfu l basketball
program.
"I think if the general public
had the opportunity to m.a ke
road trips with the team, they
would appreciate t he hard work
these kids put in," he said.

Racer Basketball Records
Career Scoring

Career Rebounding

Jeff Martin (1986-89) .............. 2,484
Howle Crittenden (1952·56) ....2,019
lamont Sleets (1 979-84) ......... 1,902
4. Garrett Beshear (1949-53) ....... 1,716
5. Glen Green (1 979-83) .............. 1,557
6. Jesse Williams (1972·76) ....._.1,515
7. Herb McPherson (1964-67) ..._1,513
8. Claude VIrden (1967·70) .......... 1,490
9. Las Taylor (1970-73) ............... 1,477
13. Popeye Jones (1988-date) ...._.1,306

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3,

Source: MSU SPORTS INFORMATlON

Dick Cunningham (1965-68) ... 1,292
Jim JeMings (1961-64) .......... 1,147
Stewart Johnson (1963-66) ........981
Marcelous Starks (1971-74) .......875
Popeye Jones (1988-data) .......... 855
Ron Johnson (196&-71) ............. 837
Oultman Sullins (1954·58) ......... 791
Claude Virden (1967·70) ............. 778
Chris Ogden (1986-90) ............... 690
Jeff Martin (1985-89) ................. 669
Graphic by ORVILLE HERNDON

'
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Racers add speed,
seventeen recruited

Lady Racers split two games
By JOHN WRIGHT

BASKETBAll.

Staff Writer

• Life on the road in the OVC has been
)1lird on the Lady Racers, and this
weekend it will not get any easier as they
ven~ure into the Volunteer State looking
to 1mprove their position in the conference standings.
On Saturday, the Lady Racers tied for
SQcth in the OVC (8-16, 3-6 OVC): will try
to pull a surprise on conference leader
Tennessee Tech in Cookeville, Tenn.,
while Monday night they venture into
Nashville to face Tennessee State.
They have an intangible on their siderevenge. The Lady Racers were beaten in
both of their earlier meetings with those
teams. Tech pounded out a 109-87 win
and TSU emerged with an 84-73 victory.
Both of those games were played in Racer
Arena.
In Tech (17-5, 8-0 in the OVC), the Lady
Racers are facing a team that consists of
three of the top players in the conference
- Angela Moorehead, Mitzi Rice and
Renay Adams. Those three players combine~ for 76 points in the teams' previous
meetmgs.
"They are the premier players in the
conference," interim Lady Racer head
coach Kelly Breazeale said. "They are a
well-balanced team, and they are an up
tempo team that runs the floor very well.
We must stay focused on our gameplan,
and . that means concentrating and executmg our X's and O's," she said. "The
real key, though, is execution. Offensively, we have to take care of the ball and be
~ unintimidated, and on defense we have to
be aggressive and control the boards."
Bench play will also be an important
part of the Lady Racer effort. Breazeale
said she believes her bench troops are
ready to answer the challenge.
"I'm extremely confident in our bench
it's a young bench, but it's a feist;·
'bench," she said. "I know they'll come off
it ready to play."

Tennessee Tech is also a team that is
recognized nationally. Earlier this
season, it was ranked among the top 20
teams in the nation and, lately, has again
begun to receive votes.
"We certainly are playing one of the
best teams in our conference, but they are
also one of the best in the country "
Breazeale said.
'
In Monday night's game the Lady
Ra~rs will look to erase th~ memory of
t~etr January meeting with the Lady
Tigers, a game in which they blew a
12·point halftime lead.
"In that game we got down mentally
after being up in the first half. They picked u~ their defensive press. and we
w~ren table to respond to it," Breazeale
satd.
~ike :rech, the Lady Tigers also have a
trt.umvuate of players that will bear wat·
chmg from the Lady Racers. Rulesha
Adams scored 21 in TSU's win, while Ann
Thomas and Cynthia Hicks put in 18 and
17, respectively. Breazeale said these
three will once again pose the big threat
to her team.
"Adams is a very physical player
un~e:neath . who makes her own opporturutles. H1cks is a quick guard who
makes al~ kinds of big plays for them, and
Thomas JUSt does everything for them "
she said. "All three are good players a~d
tremendous athletes.''
Breazeale also believes the Lady Racers
now know this is a team they have to put
av:,ay when they get the opportunity.
. We have ~expect them to play for 40
mmutes, and we ~ never count them
out," she said.
Last week, the Lady Racers showed
they have the potential to give some of
the more notable teams in the conference
some trouble. Eastern Kentucky found

this out the hard way. The Lady Colonels
were buried 90·65 in Racer Arena.
~he Lady Racers did everything right in
this game. They avenged their defeat to
the Lady Colonels in Richmond earlier
this month, the big factor being the shutdown of EKU scoring machine Angie Cox
who scored 32 in the first game betwee~
the two. She tallied exactly half of that
amount last week.
"She never got into her game and that's
a credit to our defense. We did a great job
on her," Breazeale said. "The main thing
was that she didn't get the ball a lot in
this game. She did at Eastern.
had a good week of practice and in
thts ~arne, we did everything that we had
practiced. We worked on execution, conc~ntration and aggressiveness, and we
dtd those things. It was a great team
effort."
But last Monday, all of the Lady Racers'
s':lccess from the Eastern game became a
d1stant memory as Morehead State completed a season sweep of MSU by claiming
an 87-74 victory on MSU's home court
The simple fact of the matter in this
game was the Lady Racers' inability to
shoot consistantly. They shot an unc~aracteristic 37 percent from the field
~tth many of their misses coming from inSJde the paint area.
Had t~ose shots gone down for the Lady
Racers. It may have been enough to offset
the deadly accurate three·point shooting
of the Lady Eagles, who hit nine out of 13
attempts from three-point range.
lntere~tingly e~ough, all of Morehead's
three-point shootmg was done by only two
players, Beth Ousley and Shannon Litt?n, who scored 23 and 21 points, respectively.
Wenning and Tawnya Pierce did their
best to prevent the defeat. Wenning
scored 20 points and grabbed a game high
12 rebounds, while Pierce led MSU with
21 points.

·:we

By LEIGH LANDINI

FOOTBAll.

Assistant News Ed1tor

· The Murray State University
football team will be getting a
boost in the team's speed after
signing 17 recruits last week.
Racer football coach Mike
Mahoney said one of the goals
for this year's recruiting was to
add to the team's speed.
"We're pleased (with this
recruiting class). We increased
team speed," Mahoney said.
He also said he believed the
Racers missed some junior college prospects.
Mahoney said the coaching
staff looks at what positions
need to be filled befor.e the
recruiting process begins,
The Racers added to the
team's speed by signing four
running backs including
Homer Patton of Fulton City
High and Schand Waynee
McGowen of Caldwell County.
Patton rushed for 2,694 yards
during the 1989 and 1990
seasons. McGowen, a second
team Associated Press all-state
running back, rushed for 3,367
yards during his career.
Other running backs signed
by the Racers include David
Loy~ from East Mississippi
Jumor College and Travis Yerby of Boca Ciega (Fla.) High
School.
The Racers also received a
b~s~ in the team's speed by
stgnmg five defensive backs, including Jeff Knight of Cincinnati, Ohio, who averaged 34
yards per kickoff return. Other
defensive back signees are Kendrick Randle of LaMarque,
Texas; Rodd Todd ofWinnifield
La.; Fred Davis of Decatur. Ga.:

and Tomas Cobb of White
Plains, N.Y.
Cobp was ranked by Super
Prep magazine as the number
one defensive back prospect in
New York and the Northeast.
. The Racers will also be gain·
mg some strength in the line.
Signees in~lude Jason Delgato,
an offenstve lineman from
Sarasota, Fla.; Martin Diehl a
· li~ebacker .from Orlando, Fl~.;
Bill Sheridan, a defensive
lineman from Union, N.J., and
Melvin Alderidge, an offensive
linebacker from Pittsburg
Texas.
'
Sheridan was named as a
USA Today honorable ment ion
All-American. Alderidge had
22 quarterback sacks during
his career at Tyler (Texas)
Junior College.
·
Other signees are Be~~"ba,
a quarterback from Milan
Tenn.; Chris Dill, a kicker fro~
Murray; Jon Ross, a fullback
from Tompinsville and Bobby
Johnson, an offensive tackle
from Madisonville.
Mahoney sa(d the recruiting
process usually takes at' least
one year. It begins in , October
when the six coaches and
Mahoney watch high school
football games during the
weekends, he said.
,
Aft.er Dec. 1, Mahoney said he
and his staff begin to visit prospects at their high schools and
homes. The final phase in
recruiting is bringing the prospects to the Murray State
campus.

THE BROTHERS OF

Norman RawlinS

JCevin Terrell

Chris Ainsworth

AamnMerder

Sam LOwe
Cliff Etchason
Bill Gunning

Bill Leilch .

}amesN~

Jay Morgan

Spencer COOke

Keith Nance

''Where there's a will,
there's an A•

Chiis fledges

Vernon Hamby

Barkley Room
3rd floor, Curris Center
6:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Feb. 18

USAF BEAI.TB PROFESSIONS
TOLL-F'REE 1-&0G-423-USAP

SOLID AS A ROCK

All are invited.

Get to Know Your.

·------------------------:~DELIVERY SPECIAL.
Buy any large pizza,
$ 99
:
: get 2nd large pizza for only
2
I

I

1

1-

•Coupon ."<.>' good with any other special through 2/28191.
Origmal crust · up 10 ten items. Delivery only.

.

I

.j

.------------------------:$
BUFFET SPECIAL
2 all-you-can-eat
lunch or dinner pizza buffets $6 99 :
:
p us large drinks
I

1

1-

1

2

•Coupon not good with any other special through 2/28/!H

I
I

----------------- - -------~

Chestnut Street

Particip~te

in an overseas exchange in

-:tustralta, Costa Rica, England,
Ftnland, Japan, Kenya, or Yugoslavi~

I

-------------------------~

1

Wor{tf

753-6656

• Spend an academic year or
one semester
• Receive academic credit
in a variety of courses
• Cost comparable to MSU's
• Financial aid available to
those who normally qualify
• Scholarships available on
a competitive basis

l'aD 1991 JU'OII1UD and
acholanhlp cleadJine Is
March 15
For more information:
Celia Wall
Center for International Programs
Lowry Center, 2nd Floor
762-4152
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SCOREBOARD
11 , 2· 3, 18. Totals81 , 8· 11 , 73.

l.fu,.y Stat. VB. Ea.,.,
Kentucky In R.OIK Alena
Fe. 9.

.....,.vatate

Basketball Standings
Men
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Tennessee State

ovc

ALL
7-2
19-8
6-2 12-11
6-3
14-9
4-4
17-6
2-7 13-10
1-7 4-18

Women
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
Morehead State
Murray State
Austin Peay

8-0
5-3

17-5
10-12

5-4

11 -8

4-4

10-11
11 -11
8-16
4-17

4-5

3-6
1-8

SCORING
Popeye Jones
Rod Mitchell, MO
Tommy Brown, APSU
Kevin Howard, TSU
LaMonte Ware, APSU
REBOUNDING
Popeye Jones
Warren Kid, MT
Tommy Brown, APSU
Rod Mitchell, MO
Nico Childs, TSU
ASSISTS
Van Usher, TT
Greg Christian, MTSU
Kevin Howard, TSU
. Brian Miller, MO
Frank Allen
FT PERCENTAGE
Frank Allen
Greg Coble
Pat Tubbs, MO
Kevin Howard, TSU
Donald Tivis, APSU

AVQ
20.3
17.2
16.7
16.0
15.5

14.1
11.7
·-.. 11 .0
10.1
9.0
9.2

4.8
4.6
3.7
3.6
.847
.841

.804
.795
.790

M
l!aatem Kentuolly 12
Murray State (84)
Jones 10·22, .._.5, 24,
Allen 4· 12, 7·10, 16,
Coble 2·7, 2-2, 7, King ...
9, 5·11, 14, Jack8on o-s,
o-4, o, Gumm 1-3, o-o, 2,
Adams 1-2, 0 -0 , 2 •.
Totals 22-58, 18-35, 84.
Eaetern Kentucky (52)
Smith 3-8, 1-2, 7,
Kinder 1·1, 0-0, 2,
Si nc lair 3 -6 , 1-3, 7,
Greathouse 4-8, 0·5 , 11,
Reuben 0-5, 1·2, 1• Chrfa
Brown 1-4, o-oR, 2~ ~len

1

2-4, 3-4, 8, 011 .,...., 2, 7, Bell 2-4, 3-4, 7.
Tota ls- 19· 47, 10· 22,
62.
Halftime Murray State 27,
Eastern Kentucky 26.
Three point goals· Murray
State 2·11 (Coble 1 -3)
iaatern Kentucky 4-1 4
( Greathou s e
3 - 5) .
Rebounds· Murray State
39, (Jones 16), Eastern
Kentucky 38 (Greathou88
8, Reuben 8, Roaa 8, Bell
8). Aaslata- Murray State
12 (Jones 3, Jackson 3),
Ea stern
Kentucky
8
(Sinclalr 3). Fouled outSinclalr, Allen Eastern
Kentucky. Total foul sMurray State 19, Eastern
Kentucky 28.
Murray State~. Morehead
Star. In Racer Anma Feb.
11.

llurrey ltatelt
lloreheiMI 8lllte n

~-

Halhlme· Murray State
38, Morehead 43. ThrM
point goals· Murray State
1·11 (King 2-.t, Coble 3·
8), Morehead 7·18 (Tubbs
4-6). Rebounds· Murray
State 40 (Jon•• 23),
Morehead 30 (Roberta 9).
A11lata· Murray State 13
(Allen 6), Morehead 14
(Tubbs 4, Nldlola 4 Miller
4). Fouled out· Miller
Morehead. Total foul•·
Murray
Stat e
16,

Mor8hNd 21.

RACER SPORTS WEEK
SPORT

FRIDAY

Murray State (10)
Pierce 3-10, 2·2, 9,
Garner 3 -3 , 0 -0 , 8 ,
Wald on 8-11, 5· 8, 17,
Pinson 2-11 , 8·8 , 10,
Parker 3-5, 0 -0 , 8,
Galli more 6-9, 1-1 , 16,
Mellt 88 Shelton 2-7, 0-1,
4, Wenning 3-8 , 17-27,
23, Tota ls- 28-82, 31 ·

45, 90.
Eaatern Kentucky (55)
Cox, 4·18, 5-8, 18,
J ones 4-10, 4-4, 14,
Zylaatra 0· 5 , o -1, o ,
Goodi n 5·9, 1-4, 11,
Cohan 8· 17, 1-4, 17,
Jeanette Elldn 0-2, 2-4,
2, McEaddy 1-3, 1·5, 3,
Annette Elkin 0-1, o-o, 0,
Mcintosh 2·7, 0-2, 4.
Totals- 24-70, 14-32,

86.
Halftime-

Murray State

43, Eastern Kentucky 38,

Murray State {81 )
Jones 14-21, 1-1 , 30,
A llen 3-14, 8-8, 13,
Coble 4-8, 5·5, 18, King
3-8, 6-8, 13, Jackson 27, 3-4, 7, Adams 1·4, o0, 2, Slvllls o-1 , O-o, 0,
Wilson 0 -1, 0 -2, 0 .
Totals· 27-82, 20-24,

-

SATURDAY

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
WOMEN'S
tB ASKETBALL

SUNDAY

........
Tec:h ·

11.

27, 74.
Morehead (87)
Litton 7-11 , 2·2, 21 ,
English 0·0, 1· 2, 1, Eden
o-1, 2·3, 2, Belcher o-o,
3-3, 3, Spake
o-o, o,
Bradford 2· 8 , 2 -2, 6,
Ousley 7-12, 6-7, 23,
Smith 10·18, 4-6, 24,
Magrane 2·8 , 3·4, 7.
Totals· 28· 57, 22-24,

o-s,

Three point goals- Murray
State 3-12 (Gallimore 23), Eastern Kentucky 5·18 87.
(Cox 3·7, Jones 2-5). Halftime · Murray State
Rebounds- Murray State 31 Morehead 43. Three
159 (Wenning 13), Eastern point goals· Murray State
Kentucky 42 (Goodin 8). 1·12
(Pinson
1· 4),
Anlat a- Murray State 14 Morehead 9-13 (Litton 5·
(Pi nson
7) , Easte rn 7) . Rebounds· Murray
81 .
Kentucky 14 (Cox 3, Jones State 43 (Wenning 12),
Morehead State (73)
3, Mcintosh 3). Fouled Morehead 39 (Smith 10,
Tubbs 7-11, o-o, 18, out - Parker,
Ga r ne r, Magrane 10). Assists·
Nichola 1-7, 0· 0, 3, . Waldon Murray State. Murray State 12 (Pierce
Goodin, McJntoah Eastern ~).Morehead 14 (Spake 4).
Miller 4· 8 , 1-1, 10,
Roberta 8· 19, 2-3, 1.9. Kentucky. Total foulf;.,;..Eouled out- Plec.ce Murray
Turner 1-4, 1-2, 3, Gainer Murray State 29, Eutern State. Total fouls- Murray
0-1, 2· 2, 2, Mitchell 8·
Kentucky so
State 25, Morehead 21 .

'I' •

..

•
•I'

, I
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-

:

•
I

.

com.ra
Stctlonll

IIOfehe•d 87
Murrey Sblt e 7•
Murray State (74)
Pierce 7-18, 7-9, 21 ,
Garner 2·9, 1-2, 5,
Wa l don 4-9, 0 -0, 8,
Pinson 1-8, 0 -0, 3,
Parker 1·2, 0 -0, 2,
Gallimore 3-10, 7· 9, 13,
Melissa Shelton 1-2, 0-1,
2, Wenning 8-12, 4-8, 20,
Mechelle Shelton 0-2, 00, 0. Totals- 27-72, 19-
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Career high
Hoopster Paul King scored his l,OOOth career point in Saturday's
game against Eastern Kentucky. King's 14 points helped lead the
Racers to a 64-52 victory over the Colonels.

Another success in her specialty
Sprinter Stephanie Saleem finished fourth in her specialty, the
400·meter dash. Saleem running in the Vitalis-Olympic Invitational ,
Friday in East Rutherford, N.J . finished in a time of 55.04 seconds
behind winner Diane Dixon's 52.58.

Murray State's finest .
Middle blocker/attacker Lee Ann Allen and inside linebacker Reggie Kennedy were chosen for the OVC Scholar-Athlete Award. The '
two were selected based on athletic and academic performance and
evidence of leadership. Athletes must earn a varsity letter in hisher
sport and maintain a minimum 3.2 GPA to receive the conference's
mo~t prestigious award.

Player of the week
4

MSU hotshot Popeye Jones was chosen as OCV Player of the Week':
along with Middle Tennessee's Robert Taylor. Jones totaled 54 pointii ·:
and ripped down 38 rebounds in the last two games. He had 20 points· •
and 12 rebounds by halftime of Monday's Morehead game and chalk• •
ed up a total of 23 boards to make not only a career high, but also a ·•
nat ional high.
•
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PERSONALS
Bear, I love you with all
heart. Love, CUB.

mt

To the Brothers of Alpha Tau

Omega.Thankyoufortheg....
nuer. LDYe, The SIAera of
Sigma Sigma Sigma.

HeyShennan, lloYeyouiThor.
Crystal, I lcMt you. Pray tor

f*Ce· Late, Blrde.
Ohc.pc.ln-myCaptaln, All my
la¥8, llwaya. Michele.

aa.,

Good luck with your
show. Now you can lleep.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ROOMMATES

BUSINESS
SERVICES

BUSINESS
SERVICES

Let me help pay your way to
Florida! Part-tlme WOlf<. fulltime pay. Need efl8fg8tlc par·
eontornaiMtdllallctJy. Leave
name and number where you

Equntrten CouMelora - ex·
pertence raqulred. Contect
Outdoor Program Specialist,
Glr1 Scout Clmp Sycamore
HUt, Box-40486, Nuhvllle, TN

CrulleShlpJobe HlrlngMMWomen. SummedYearAound.
P~OGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES. RECREATION PER·
SONNEL. Excellent pay plu.
FREE tnlvel. Cartlbean. Ha·
wall, Bahamas , South Pacific,
Meldco. CALL NOW! Call
refundable. 1·206-736-7000,
Ext. C355.

Wanted: Female roommate to
ahara large three bedroom
houee. Close to campus. All
utilities paid. Washer and dryer
Included. For lnfonnatlon con-

car Stereo Installation- 7~

tact 75&-1101 .

dorms·

Gracl.lallng? I~? You
Will Need a Reaume. lnnovattvePrtntlngandGraphlcadoee
customreeumepnntlngatreaaoneble pt1ces. Call763-8802.

can be reached. 1~~
1378. Alk tor Doug.
GIRL SCOUT CAMP STAFF ·
Atllatant Dlrec:tor, Bustneaa
Manager, Heallh Supervtaor,
unit counselors and leadett,
Wlll8ffront, rappellng, horaebeck, nature, arts and cratta
and kitchen staft needed at
ClmpSycamoreHIIIa. Contact
Chartotte S. Palmer, Cumber·
land v...,Girt Scout Council,
Box o40488, Nashville, TN
37204 or 1-815-383 0490.

Send your ewaaheart a love
line In the clualfteda. Step by

Wltllfront Director • W.S.I.
and UMguard Training 1'8~· Contact Outdoor Program Speclaht, Girt Scout
CaJY1) Sycamore Hila, Box

,..... l'tltydel

40488, Nuhvlle, TN 37204,
816-383..()490.

111 Wl.:m Hal tor datala.

TheMurray State

37204, 816-383..()49().
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Reeldent adYIIOf'a to pnMde
reeldenoe hll aupeMalon for
atudentai must be 21 years ot
. . have 2 yearacolege, and
exp8f1ence In aupervlalon ot
atudenla. ~ teacher
and labcoordinator. Tutors for
English, math, ac:1ence and
history. All applicants roost
have minimum GPA of· S.O.
Send letter of~......
ume and tranaatpt to: Upward
Bound, Munay S.. Unlvw·
elty, Munay, KV 42071 by
March 9, 1e91. EOEMIF.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent Income, euy WOI'k aaaemblng
productaathome. 7-day24-hr.
aervlc:e. lnformallon 504-6481700. Dept. P8000.

Deadline...... Frldlly 2 p.m.

Hours: Monday and Wedneeday 1-3 p.m.,

•

I

yourc:aJ11)Utorganlzallor.. PU
a chance at $5,000 mont! This

programwortcal No II'Mt*'-tt
needed. Cell1 ~932~
Ext. 50.
MSU Eaooft Service, Dept d
Public safety offers 88ClOft
eeMce aftat daJk. 762·2222.

A·1 TyplngseMce.$1 perpage
lncludee spell check. Top speed
ot188W.P.M. Call762-4769.
Protanlonal typing offered.
Completely computerized.
Knowledge ot atyte rules, spell
check. No paper too large or
too email. Reasonable rates.
Cell Amy at 3878. Leave mes-

!

Whether you're selling, buying or just
have something to say, classified
advertising will get your pOint across.

1beMurray S1ate

News

aage.

INDEX

1~~=Msu lo:~perword

Murray, Kentucky 42071

PEA80NAlS
AC>Oa.NATES

IUSINS:SS
SliRV1CE8
FORR&HT
FORSAU:
HB.PWAHTlZO
l08T&FOUND

RIDES
MISC••
NOTICE

• •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••••••••

Bar-B-Q

,

•
•••
•
''"\

GRAM $1,000 In luet one
week. Earn up to $1,000 for

Jane's Altered Rates. Fci~
your MWing needs call ~
4367 that's 782·HEMS.. ~
Claaalfted advertising WOtt<a.
Cell 782-4478 for detalla7

Classifieds Mll put you _
right on target.
· ~.

BUSINESS
SERVICES

f=AST F\JNDRAJSING PRO-

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station

.'

•

MISC.

Without MSU 10: 15f per word
NO ADS WIU. BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

convenient drlve-thru
window

I
I

a..ifleda. Celt 782-4478.

Used furniture, dishes, ~.
paintings, poatera, jewelry,
hall, anllque8 andCCIIIectables,
complete line of Avon Prod·
uc:ta. Jane's Allie. Downtown
Murray. 763..()852.

With MSU 10: 1De per word

Friday 8:3().10:15 a.m.,Tueeday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Cloeed on weekends and
holidays.

!I•

Then~ 'a nollmltto how fast you

can get lllngt done In the

0113. Sunset Boulevard Music • Murray's Alpine Car Audo SpeclallaL Dixieland Cen·
ter, One block from MSU

FOR SALE

RATES

NewsWIIhMSU io:

CLASSIFIED AD POUCY

.•.

BUSINESS :. :
SERVICES •!

HELP WANTED

Friday night buffet
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

: "-

DoBCiidar. :

••
••
Fun line of: Electrical, Plumbing, Tools,
••
Hardware and much, much morel
•••
••• BRING TmS AD IN FOR ••
•
••
lOOJi» OFF PURCHASE
•
•• Coupon not good on special orders, sale Items, or ••
••
cash or carry prices.
•••
••
•Ez:ptra May 31, 1991
••
••
•
•• Bel·~:.ppial Monday·F=8~~AI pm. ••
75g..1 890
Sal\rday a.m.·S pm.
•
••
Smday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••• •• ••• ••• •••••

~wIJ(png
Hong
9{f.staurant

Open 'l tflws a fi!Ut

~
~. .
,

Sruulay · 1'rit!Dy 11 a.m. - 9:30p.m.
Saturtfay 4:30p.m. · 9:30p.m.
Ly:nclw m SJ?ecW
Suruf41 ']Jyffet
Montfay - 1"ri44y
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
11 a.m. · 2 p.m.
$5.75 p(us ~
$3.10 pUs.s ~
Cf#erina mutitcp, ~ partiu atul6twflut.s uport nqvuc.
J«ist1 t:JfltliiiJbU CilfT!J•tNts•
OIII75J-4481

9fr . 641 1(prtf..

•
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;_flacers win three at MTSU;. DRUG BUST
=~·printer sets indoor marks
Continued from Page 1

ay BILLO.SALTZ
Assistant Sports Editor

•The men's track team won
tfuee dual meets and set three
indoor school records Saturday
in Murfreesboro, Tenn., in their
regular season finale.
: The Racers defeated host Middle Tennessee State, 66-42;
Western Kentucky, 66-33; and
UT-Chattanooga, 72-27.
Sprinter Siebert Straughn of
St. Philip, ,Barbados set school
indoor records in the 55-meter
dash, the 200-meter dash and
ran the second leg on the mile
relay. The mile relay time of
three minutes, 11.42 seconds
broke the previous record of
3:12.4 set in 1982.
Straughn, a veteran of international competition, ran 6.38
seconds for third place in the
55-meter dash and 21.34
seconds to win the 200-meter
dash.

a 3:09," he said.
Coach Stan Narewski said it
was a great meet after a
disasterous start. Pole vaulter
"It was one of my best days Tony Krampe had severely inever in track and field for a jured his wrist when he landed
number of reasons," Straughn out.Aide the landing pit.
said. "First, the hard work is
"We had so many personal
starting to pay off, and I try to bests this meet besides the
motivate the team by setting an l records,'' Narewski said.
examp l~ as a team leader."
· Pat Callanan finished second
Straughn said the 200-meter in the mile running a time of
dash win was the brightest mo- 4:17.71, and Eustace Isidore
ment for him in the meet.
finished itft.h in the 400-meter
"I was fired up in the 200 dash in 49.56 seconds. Both
because I didn't have th e were personal bests, N arewski
pressure and worry about runn- said.
ing the 400," he said.
"Eustace and Pat are coming
Straughn, who usually an- along at just the right time,"
chors the mile relay, ran second . NaTewski said.
in their six second victory over
The men's track team takes
MTSU.
this weekend off to rest up for
" I have a lot of confidence in the Ohio Valley Conference
the other guys !o give t heir best meet on Feb. 22 and 23 in
effort. I think this team can run Murfreesboro.

TRACK

Lady Racers begin peaking at ASU
establish 16 season ·bests last week
By BILL BALTZ

TRACK

Assistant Sports Editor

The thirteen members of the
women's track team scored
their seasonal bests Saturday high jump by clearing 5' 3" fillat the Arkansas State Invita- ing in for the injured Kelly
Crick, who ruptured a tendon
tional in Jonesboro, Ark.
week.
The individual performances last
· ..'l'he meet ran long and was
rewarded the team with three about two hours behind
ill'St places and sixteen top six .echedule. It got to be ridiculous.
finishes overall. Natasha It was tough for the kids to con·
Brown led the group by placing centrate," she said.
in all three jumps.
Junior college transfer
• Brown finished second in the Heather Huhn won the
long jump with a leap of 18 feet 5,000-meter run with a season
and 1/2 inch and sixth in the best of 18 minutes, 10.34
triple jump with a 36' 6 1/4". :reconds.
She scored a season best in the
Simmons said Kendra

Hedlund was the workhorse for
the mtddJe-distance crew.
"Kendra had a good meet, she
ran three hard races," Simmons said.
"Some people will have to be
at their very best for the conference for us to do well," Simmons said. "We are defending
champions, but Middle Tennessee will be a tough
, challenge at their track."
"The team has a lot of aches
and pains right now and we'll
try different people in some different events next week to
prepare for the conference,"
Simmons said.

The investigation began in
Novem ber 1989 and had
nothing to do with MSU to
begin with, but led authorities
to investigate students. Street
level sales, some of which occurred on campus, were made to
undercover informants and officers, Murray Police Chief
Larry Elkins said. He would
not say if agents were posing as
MSU students or if the students
arrested were dealing to other
students, since such informs·
tion may inhibit other ar rests
in the on-going investigation.
"It ended up centered around
Murray State University, but
that wasn't the intent of our investigation when it started," he
said.
MSU public safety aided in
some of the arrests and assisted
in the investigation but did no
undercover work, Elkins said.
He said drug arrests have occurred on campus in the past
but "it's been a good while
since we've had a ~or arrest
of this nature."

Green said public safety will
continue to cooperate with the
city police. When asked if he
thought drugs were a problem
on MSU's campus Green said,
"If we've got one (drug problem)
we've got too many."
He said he did not think it
was "panic time" in regard to
drug abuse and sales at ~U.
"I don't think we have the
problems you have at larger institutions in metropolitan
areas, but if I was a drug
dealer, I'd be looking over my
shoulder," he said.
According to the Murray
State University Policy on Controlled Drugs and Alcolhol Section V, .....the attempting,
aiding, abetting, inciting, encouraging, or supporting" of illegal drugs "constitutes an offense for which students may be
subject to disciplinary action
ranging from warning to
expulsion."
The policy also states the
" ... action hy off-campus
authorities will not forestall

ONLY
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Continued from Page 1

the federal government in late
January.
The regulations only apply to
private colleges and universities, but the ones for public
schools are expected to be
similar, according to the Jan.
30 issue of The Chronicle of
Higher Education.
According to the article, 5
percent of dormitory rooms,
dining hall tables and library
carrels will have to be accessible to people with disabilities.

20% off

:

plus$Soffwith
this coupon

1

•

~·~
MUSOt~

,.._................

Summers ()pti~",

II

County Attorney Daivd Harrington praised a]) three law enforcement groups saying the officers did an excellent job.
"Speaking for the pro·
secutors, I can say we're going
to continue this figQt,'.!. he said.
Arraignment is set for Feb. 22
in Calloway County Court.

ACCESSIBILITY
Libraries will also have to have
their card catalog areas and
book stacks wide enough for the
passage of those in wheelchairs.
All buildings must also have
ramps, elevators and
washrooms that are accessible.
Students who will benefit
from these changes are glad to
see something is being done.
"I think the changes have
been a long time coming, but
rm glad they're finally here,"
said Beth Swinford, a junior

~-----;~-:s ~;:;-----~r----------All-~;~B~-1
14K GOLD BUTTERCUP
DIAMOND
.EARRINGS

disciplinary action by the
university.''
Provost and Vice President
for Academic and Student Af.
fairs James Booth said he will
have to have more information
-about the case before he knows
what action the university will
take.
Authorities do not ~xpect the
crack-down on drug offenders in
Calloway County to end here.
"We've not solved the problem but have made an impact
in the drug problem in the Murray area," said Capt. Gary
Lusher, KSP Drug Inforcement
Special lnvesigation. "But we
don't profess to have solved it."

I Olympic Plaza

undeclared major from Herrin,

Ill. "I am verv relieved."
''I have a climcult time as far
as food service goes," Swinford
said. "There is a ramp only on
one end of the building that
houses Winslow and Fast
Track. Even when I get to Fast
Track, I can't go in where
everyone else does because of
the _counting machine."
Swinford said she also has
trouble with the elevator in the
Curris Center.

Interested in becoming a member of
1be Murray State

1
1

News?

Look in next week·s paper
for information on applying for
EDITOR -IN -CHIEF.

I

7&3-7063 I
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SCHEDULED EVENTS

BUSINESS I INDUSTRY I GOVERNMENT CAREER DAY
Mopday. Feb. 18

Date: Tuesday, Feb. 19
·Time: 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
(Closed noon - 1 p.m.)

Where: Curris Center Ballroom
What: Employment Opportunities
... ..___

.

Discuss your employment future with
representatives from a cross section of companies I agencies
such as:
FBI
American General Finance
Brown Printing
K-Mart Apparel
Arenitt Express
U.S. Air Force

J.C. Penney Co.
Ingersoll - Rand
Price Waterhouse
Brown Printing
U.S. Penitentiary
Boy Scouts Of America

Mr. W.W. Furgerson
Coordinator, Cooperative
Education & Placement

2:30p.m. - Barkley Room
Curris Center

Service of the
Ms. Lori Webb
Interim Director, Cooperative Cooperative Education

3:30p.m.- Barkley Room
Curris Center

I

Tuesday, Feb. 19
Time: 7:30p.m.
Date:

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
(Closed noon - 1 p.m.)

-M.S. in Finance, 1984- Layola College (Baltimore, MD)
-C.P.A.
-Former MSU Football Player
-Member Kappa Alpha Psi
-Uncle ofDebbye Turner, Miss America 1990

& Placement Office

Mr. Pete Groh
Special Agent, F.B.I.

Career Opportunities
with the F.B.I.

Ballroom
Curris Center

Business I Industry I Government
Career Day

Mr Jerry Stanley
Founder, J.A. Stanley
and. associates

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
How to Land the
Perfect Job

Ms. Lisa Havenstrite
Asst. Director, Cooperative
Education & Placement

The Value of
Experience in
Obtaining a Job

2:30 p.m. -Mississippi Room
Curris Center

Mr. W.W. Fergerson
Coordirtator, Cooperative
Education & Placement

Resume Fine
Tuning

3:30p.m. - Mississippi Room
Curris Center

Ms. Lori We bb
Interview
Interim Director, Cooperative Techniques
Education & Placement

Vfednesday. Feb. 20

1:30 p.m. -Mississippi Room

Wher e: Curris Center Theater
Delivered by Mr. Jerry Stanley
-Founder, J.A. Stanley & Associates
-Controller, Bowie State University
-Murray State Graduate
1974 - B.S. -Business Management
1978- MBA

Education and placement

Tuesday. Feb. 9

7:30p.m. - Theater
Curris Center

HOW TO LAND TBE "PERFECT JOB"

Job Search Seminar

1:30p.m.- Barkley Room
Curris Center

Curris Center

.

Thursday. feb. 21
1:30p.m.- Barkley Room
Curtis Center

Two Hour
Videoconference

Liberal Ans ConnectionA job Search seminar
for liberal arts majors
(All majors welcome to

attend.)

